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objections to proposed wind farms at carnedd wen and Lranbrynmair.
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I 1'Mid wales Regional Tourism strategy June 20r l - what changed?
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14.stress and psychological Disorders in Great Britain 20r3(extract).
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objections to proposed wind farms at carnedd wen and Llanbrynmair.

My objectionso reviewed in 2016.

I note we are invited to give evidence regarding the impact of the individual impact
of the proposed Carnedd Wen and Llanbrynmair windfãrms, their combined impact,
the impact of both or either of these combined with existing wind farms, if we believe
their impact could be mitigated in any way, and any other ùformatiorîú"i t 

", 
Iä; 

-
to light.

This matter has only.arisen again because of the determination of the wind industry toget what it wants. It is well known that Big Business has never b..r, k ro*r, to put
ethical concerns before corporate greed - iftir should be born in mind when
considering any representation it has to make.

scenic rmpact plus some Environmental rssues (peat Bog and Flooding.)

Carnedd Wen - This is a wonderful wild upland area, with Carnedd wen itself being
523 metres' Yet a vast number of turbiner, ,ior" than a quarter of the height of the hill
$e¡'s11d on, will constitute a shocking eyesore on the way to Machynlleth orDolgellau. Even those who don't 

"uo".rtlyobject to wind ru.-, lunJïo, years I wasone of them) are likely to describe that u, too"rnuch of a "good,, ìrtirgl They will
l1"d on peat bog, and so release huge amounts of Co2 inio the atmoîphere. TheRiver Dovey rises here, and because of its origins high in the Cambrian Mountains
and its relatively short length, it is prone to flooding and some roads can become
impassable. (Wikipedia). Fortunateìy there ur. ro*"no plans to exacerbate floodingalong the banks of the severn by windfarms under ¿i*usion iïi"îrc4 pubtic
Enquiry' Worcester is temporarily safe, but Machynlleth, with a pop,rtution of 2,000plus outlying villages doesn't matter - or doesn't tt? rtadds weigirtîo the idea that thearea is seen as too remote to matter.

As you know, the Carnedd Wen turbines are so tall, they will also blight the viewfrom Snowdonia- As the Countryside Act of 1968 states in point 11, Conservation ofNatural Beauty, under the heading: Nature Conservation, National parks and accessto open country:-

"In the exercise of their functions relating to land under any enactment everyminister, Government department and pu-bli. body shalr have regard to thedesirability of conserving the natural bãauty and ámenity of the countryside.,,.
his Act of Parliament carries great statutory weight 

""d 
ínu5¿ r.*;ilIi. guidingprinciple in matters affecting the countryriO.. 1fj.
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I have checked - this law has not changed, so is as important as ever. 
'Why are the

powers-that-be now prepared to ignore it?

Llanbrynmair is so close to Carnedd Wen that the combined effect would be even

worse. Since we already have an overload of windfarms in Montgomeryshire, the

cumulative effect is to iurn hilts worthy ofAONB (Area of Outstanding Natural

Beauty) status into trashed industrial desolation, flagrantly ignoring the Countryside

Act (1) to humour small numbers of developers and shareholders. And what happens

to thà promised financial benefits as well as the landscape as soon asthe short-term

technoìogy of wind "energy" is replaced by better renewables? Who is going to

restore the area? Will we be left with left with redundant excrescences! Obviously,

extensive damage to a historic landscape can never be complêtely reversed.

The Power of the Wind.

The power of the wind is the wind speed cubed. Wind turbines only work efficiently

withiitt¿ speeds of 40 - 50 mph. At 10 mph, wind power is not a quarter of the

power of a 40 mph wind. It is 1.560/0 of the power! (2)'

Montgomeryshire is not a windy countyn and it has not become windier since the

Public Enquiry!

Therefore these wind farms will not add appreciably to our supply of green energy.

They will merely make money for the industry to the detriment of the areas where

they are sited.

As I stated before, the Advertising Standards Authority has called wind farm

promoters to account for misrepresenting the effrciency of turbines in displacing

ãarbon emissions. (3). Atl the wind industry's evidence needs to be double-checked to

see if their figures ìake windless periods into account. The industry claims that the

¿tiii. ro""tí is only windless foì one hour every five years, yet when alargepart of
the UK has windless conditions, the rest frequently only experiences light winds' In

view of the rute atwhich wind power diminishes, they are insufficient to make up a

deficit.

Also, Eric Rosenbloom states in the shortest version of "A Problem with Wind
power" (4), aproblem about sites with good strong winds is that they are too windy.

The turbines can't handle strong gusts and automatically shut down, (typically around

55 mph). So "good" sites turn out to be very lifile more productive than less windy

on.r. As I said before, this a splendid reason for leaving our hills alone, to contribute

to the economy as they do at present!
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This was written a few years ago. Has the situation *Genuinely* improved (as
opposed to listening to industry spin?)

Do the industry's figures now include parasitic consumption, for example, for de-
icing blades? (5.)At the time of my previous submissiott, ttrir was omitted to make
their figures of net energy production look better.

Last night, working against the clock, I found a paper by Professor Gordon Hughes,
published by the Renewable Energy Foundation, atout wear and tear on turbines. He
established that turbines are unlikely to last nearly as long as the industry forecasts.
(6). (Evidence I haven't seen before!) This was published in 2}Il,but do newer
turbines reall¡r last any longer?

Professor Hughes said: "It might be expected that the average performance
of recently installed units would be higher than that of oldeiunitr. thi, should reflect
improvements in turbine design and reliability as well as in the identification of good
sites for wind generation. However, that is not the pattern for onshore wind farms in
the UK

"Not only is the performance of the onshore wind plants in the fIK commissioned in
recent years significantly worse than that for wind farms commissioned before 2005,
but it is possible that this is a direct consequence of an overly rapid expansion of
capacity' In essence, the evidence suggests that the industry doer not have the
capability to identi$2, develop and operate new onshore wind farms at the rate
envisaged by UK government targets while maintaining a satisfactory average level
of performance. J

On Page 18, diagrams show why less can be expected of wind farms in Britain
compared with wind farms in Denmark.

Professor Hughes went on to conclude: 'oThis is consistent with a pattem in which the
most favourable sites are developed first. Equally, it could mean tñat wind developers
have been unable to keep up with the rate of tr"* investment while maintaining the
qu1lity of development and operations. For example, the site design or selection of
turbine characteristics may make less effective use of the availablã wind resources for
the sites available than was the case in the past.

'oWhatever the reasons, the deterioration in initial performance means that the
expected retums from the expansion in wind 

"upu"ity,both 
for investors and in terms

of the reduction inCO2 emissions, have been faninjwithout a concomitant decrease
in the private and social costs
that are borne by customers and the general public. Clearly this is unsatisfactory at
best and it suggests that the benefits claimed for current policies cannot be taken at
face value."
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The wind industry didn't like this - but they were hardly likely to!

The blades also need to be cleaned of dead insects regularly, because the build-up can

reduce their efficiency by 25%.(7.)

The question is - have these issues improved? There is some hope of keeping

blades cleaner of insects, according to Veldkamp of the Energy Center of the

Netherlands in Petten (7). According to Professor Hughes, it sounds doubtful.

Wê should never overlook the wisdom of Jack Steinberger, who won the Nobel Ptize

for science, and now studies renewable energy. In his words: "Wind is not the future"

He went on to say that "wind represents an illusory technology - a cul-de-sac that

would prove uneconomic and a waste of resources in the battle against climate

change." (8).

What's good enough for a winner of the Nobel Prizeis surely good enough for us!

Tourism.

The main source of income of Powys is tourism.In2012 it brought f,656,000,000

into the county (9), but it can be seen from the latest STEAM report (2013, pdf 10,)

that figures are falling slightly f653,370.000. Surveys commissioned by the wind
industry attempt to prove that most tourists do not object to wind farms. Please bear

in miná that surveys normally'oprove" whatever the commissioning body wants them

to prove. These turbines are inordinately large in proportion to the hills they will
stand on and movement draws the eye, therefore they will dominate the view no

matter where they are placed.

Yet the industry claims that these giant turbines blend into the landscape and only a

vocal minority objects! As I've already shown, the wind industry bends the truth

when it comes to protecting financial interests, so surely it's right to exercise a certain

amount of suspicion regarding their 'osurveys", and montages of turbines softly

blending into the landscape.

Main roads. The AILS (abnormal indivisible loads) involved in construction

will obviously produce traffic jams, which repel tourists. These will be ongoing

because turbine blades break. As my MP, Glyn Davies, points out on his website, the

movement of turbine parts for another wind farm is taking place during August, the

peak season for tourists. Apparently the wind industry doesn't take this intto account.

Minor roads. The proposed sites can only be reached by widening these lanes.

This involves the destruction of mature trees and hedgerows. These have been

growing for hundreds of years, therefore new planting will not mitigate the effect in
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our lifetimes. On hillsides, this damage will be visible from other roads, and from
footpaths that otherwise attract visitors.

These points are unchanged. They strongly deter tourists, so are critically important
to the local economy. If the countryside is treated with respect, tourists are areliable
ongoing source of income, unlike payments from the wind industry which can end
when the wind farm is no longer viable. All are critically important to the local
environment, and should not be set aside.

I note a sentence in a Regeneris report to the effect that if people don't spend money
in one place they will spend it in another, so overall th. 

"ff..fon 
the area is the same.

In other words, it is o'acceptable". for some areas to be spoiled!

If the people canvassed in a survey are indifferent to changes in Mid-Wales. ,,Well,
they've got to put the wind farms somewhere..." why are their opinions as important
as those of people who have educated themselves on the subjeci? It lends strength to
the viewpoint that Montgomeryshire has been dumped on because it is viewed as
remote, with relatively few people here to complain.

Would indifference be the same if the turbines were:

a. Situated in the Cotswolds?
b. situated on brownfield sites near these people's homes?

The Tourism Company's Mid Wales Regional Tourism Strategy states that tourism is
inordinately important. (f 1).

Payments to local people and organisations.

People can jump at the.apparently generous sums of money for community projects
given by wind companies to win people round, Surely the 

-industry 
gives benefits

only to remove local objections, not out of genuin. ,àr".* for the õommunity. How
long do the benefits last? Are they unaffected by the end of subsidies for onshore
wind? If the companies go out of business, what then? The words 'bribe' and
'transient' come to mind...

What these communities need is an honest appraisal of benefits brought versus
damage caused. Did they receive such an appiaisal, or was potential damage glossed
over with spin?
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Welt-beingo and its benefits to the wider economy.

I stated this before but an including it because it is far too important to overlook;

neither has it diminished since the Public Inquiry.

The population of the West Midlands is 5.6 million, (12), so with a UK population of
63 million, nearly 10% of the UK population lives within easy reach of these hills.

The cost to the economy of work related stress is nearly f,6.5 billion. (13). This

causes workers to lose 10.4 million working days, one of the highest average days

lost per case figure amongst the recognised health complaints. (14, Page 2).

The cost of mental illness to the economy every year is Ll05.zbillion pounds. (15,

Page 2). This includes direct costs of services, lost productivity at work, and reduced

quality of life. The Health and Social Care Act 2012 makes it explicit that mental

health problems should be treated as seriously as physical health problems.

Meanwhile, enjoying the great outdoors is nature's own stress buster. (16). How much

worse would the situation be without our tranquil hills? But if you are stressed out at

work most of the time, do you really want to waste your precious leisure time getting

stressed out in atrafftc iam?

The figures above show that the hills of Mid-Wales, in their present state, have a

value to the economy of many millions of pounds, not just to local businesses, but

also to economies in the West Midlands and elsewhere. Just what percentage of all

UK businesses are involved? What altemative weekend destinations, easily reached

from the West Midlands, offer the same level of peace and quiet? To commit

irreversible damage by going ahead with the proposed highly visible wind farms and

pylons and all the alterations to access roads, in the hope that people will accept so

much industrialisation, continues to seriously jeopardise this state of affairs.

Since the many thousands of wind trurbines worldwide haven't reduced global

warming by even half a degree, why exactly are those under consideration going to

make a difference?Ilow exactly can they make a difference? Surely the only

difference lies in the companies' profit margins!

Neodymium.

Are the proposed turbines now free of neodymium? If not, does it still come from

Baotou in ihinu, arL aÍealike the Desolation of Mordor? (17.)Are the turbines as

much at risk of catching fire as their predecessors, because if so, fires in giant

turbines cannot.be put out (18) and so neodymium oxide, the most toxic substance on

earth, will still be blown around the area by the wind.
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As I wrote - If you eat Welsh Lamb, beware! It can enter the human food chain!

Similar problems exist downwind of coal-fired power stations, but surely we are
trying to overcome these problems , not replicate them! Try searching the websites of
Greenpeace and FoE for neodymium. There's no mention of it... (19),

Also, do turbines still catch fire, and how can they be put out? (l s.)

Wildlife.

I posed the question:
How many water birds, otters, and endangered water voles live, not only in the Welsh
hills, but down the courses of the Severn and Wye? (Z0, Zl.)

Fewer than before because they get scarcer all the time! If it wasntt for the very
tight time constraints, I would be able to produce well-researched figures.

Most birds are in decline everywhere, so whether you accept the numbers killed by
cats or not, this is not an excuse for killing even more!

\Me have to teach children to look out for traflic, but how can we teach birds to
look out for turbines?

There is an argument that quotes the number of birds killed by cars, cats and so on,
then states an allegedly lower number killed by turbines. This follows the aesthetic
argument that the landscape is already btighted in many ways, so why not blight it
some more?

I've been an ornithologist for nearly 70 years and, as I said before, I'm aware that
numbers of even common birds like sparrows and starlings are going down. It
follows that bird populations need all the help and proteciion wã ca" give them.
Fatalities have been under-reported, either because of scavengers, because wind farm
employees'don't search over a sufficiently wide area, or because they actually hide
carcasses. (22-27).

Ornithologists employed to do studies can lose their jobs if their findings disagree
with the requirements of the industry so they humour the hand that feeds them. I
found evidence of the duplicity of the RSPB, with an open letter questioning their
policy of claiming that turbines don't automatically endanger birds, while rJceiving
money from the wind industry with soothing noises about birds avoiding "carefulf
sited" wind farms, or flying past unharmed. This can be shown to be ,pñr irrt.nded to
pacifu supporters. I am unaware that they have changed.their poliry. e7 _ 2g).
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Whenever a turbine is stationary birds are attracted to it because they instinctively
feel safe perching as high as possible.

Although most birds are hit by rapidly tuming blade tips that can throw their bodies
outside a search area, people wonder how birds can fly "stupidly" into wind turbines.
The answer - their eyes are set on the sides of their heads so they don't have forward-
facing vision like us, to see things straight ahead that have never existed before in the

millions of years slnce they evolved (30).

I have a photo published to show Red Kites allegedly avoiding
turbines. (31). In fact it proves that kites not only circle around turbines, so can

easily tum into the path of a descending blade, but also that wind farms are not
"carefully sited" away from birds. This photo can be reasonably compared to a photo
of children playing on a busy trunk road! \Mould we respond with attitudes like: "This
pair has crossed without being hit, so it must be safe to let others copy them..."? Yet
children are more intelligent than red kites and traffic is slower than whirling blade
tips - they go much faster than the slowly tuming centre.

Bats, swiftso and swallows are worth billions to the economy.

No-one yet knows why flying insects are atlracted to turbines, but wherever there are

large gatherings, winged predators will follow. Being focused on their prey, not
danger from above, swallows and swifts fall victim like the kites. (32). All bats are

protected species, and are affected by the different air pressures around swooshing
turbine blades. They suffer barotrauma and their lungs explode. (33 - 34). Swifts,
swallows and bats are worth billions to the economy because they prey on insects that
invade crops, so reducing the need for insecticides. (35).

lThere is a difference between the natural extinctions that have always occurred and
extinctions caused by us. (36) In Nature, species have time to evolve .- when we
interfere they are wiped out before they have any chance to evolve. Therefore
extinctions caused by humanity are not the same - they are far more serious.]

Searching the intemet, I have found articles that admit some fatalities, but predicfably
go into denial over the massive impact on populations. I've also seen attempts to
debunk this article based on the fact that Mr Harnbler hasn't put his figures for bird
deaths into a wider perspective; however these articles ignore the basic fact that, as

I've said before, despite the success of some, most birds species are in decline and
every avoidable death is a greater threat to their future.

Authors of many of these papers. Clive Hambler and Mark Duchamp, have become
colleagues, and shed even more light on the subject in "The Tip of the Iceberg", (37)
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Their attitude to the slaughter of birds and bats by wind farms is politically incorrect
in a world where we are supposed to believe soothing sounds fróm organisations like

the RSPB, in receipt of wind industry money.

I believe developers view a number of deaths, over and above those that occur
naturally, as "acceptable". f)on't we have laws in this country against cruelty to
animals? I am not a "bunnyhugger'2,but I do practise the virtue of
compassion. I can visualise the suffering of a kite that flops around helplessly with
one wing chopped off until it f,rnally succumbs to gangrene and starvation. ìVhat
about the bats? They must suffocate in terror after excruciating chest pain.

We are talking aboul about significant numbers, not one or two unlucky accidents.
Leaving_human motives aside, does this trauma sound any less than thã popular
image of fox-hunting? Given that wind energy is deeply flawed in any ,ur., what
business do we have to put a dubious supply of energy before suffering on this scale,
when more animal-friendly altematives deliver more ieliable energy? Witft so many
populations in decline, each dead bird or bat should be seen in the light of the lost
generations that could have descended from it.

In Conclusion.

As the Valuing our Envilonment Partnership concluded in its 2006 review. ,,The
environment is fundamental to prosperity in Wales".
(htþ ://www.diamondsinthelandscape.org.uk/voe_review 200 r -
2006_english.pdf) This is unchanged, so we shoulcln't risk trashing itl

Montgomeryshire has countryside worthy of AONB status. It forms a natural bridge
between the Shropshire Hills AONB and the Snowdonia National park, with no
natural deterioration of the scenery. If developed sympathetically, it could enjoy
prestige and income almost rivalling the National Parks, which lould be susiainable
development. Wind projects are likely to be temporary but permanent damage
committed in their name STILL cannot be over-emphasised!

The official description of an AONB is that it is an area equal in value to a National
Park and its distinctive character and natural beauty is so outstanding that it is in the
nation's interest to safeguard it. (38)

"In the nation's interest to safeguard it"! This is what Montgomeryshire deserves!

Please! You made the right deciston beforel Why let it be overturned?
Please!
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http://rvww.countr!'guardian.netÄMhenTo20theTo20WÍnd7o2OBlows.htm

'' WHEN THE \ryIND BLOWS''
Faculty of Building Journal, October 2000

The proliferation of commercial wind 'farms'is a serious current and long
term threat to the countryside, the range of life forms and the ways of life
that it supports. The reality of the wind industry is a far cry frornthe
superficially attractive concept of electricity generated by windpower.
country Guardian (the national campaign to oppose electricity generation
by wind in unsuitable locations and to promote energy conservation)
believes that investing in commercial wind power according to the
Government's policy to reduce co2 emissions is misguided, ineffective
and neither environmentally nor socially benign.

The organisation accepts that the countryside and the landscape have
always changed and will continue to do so but is also are concerned about
the type, extent and pace of change. Good planning is about balance. The
irreparable ecological damage, loss of amenity and the distressing divisions
within communities caused by commercial wind turbines far outweigh any
benefit their insignificant and unreliable contribution to our energy needs
may bring with their correspondingly small and uncertain pollution
savings. The significant damage to the countryside and huge financial
burden cannot possibly be justified.

It is the impact of these installations and their side-effects that are opposed
- not wind energy itself. Wind power can be a particularly useful method of
electricity generation for households, farms, estates and small communities
sited away from the national electricity grid. Installations may be
acceptable if they :-

a) do not detract from the natural scale and character ofthe local and
neighbouring environments.
b) do not endanger people living nearby, or those visiting the adjacent
countryside, either on foot or horse.
c) do not blight the lives of people living nearby with noise, flicker and
moving shadows.
d) do not create divisions amongst local people.
e) do not lead to people becoming economically disadvantaged through
reduced property values.
f) do not disadvantage the local economy and tourist industry.
Government and Local policy should be supportive of renewable energy
but always provided that it does not create undue adverse impact on th.
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countryside. The Countryside Act of 1968 states:-

"In the exercise of their functions relating to
land under any enactment every minister,
Government department and public body shall
have regard to the desirability of conserving the
natural beauty and amenity of the countryside."
This Act of Parliament carries gteat statutory
weight and must remain the guiding principle in
matters affecting the countryside.

Policy on renewable electricity generation must not be decided by
developers anxious to make money from Government or European
Commission subsidies and grants. The countryside is far too precious to be
a football of political ideologies.

Country Guardian is not a "NIMBY" ("Not In My Bacþard") organisation
in the sense as used by the advocates of commercial wind 'farms'The
stigma carried by such a label (implying selÊinterest above all else) is a
very effective and frequently used technique for suppressing questions
from people who quite legitimately and understandably are anxious to
know why gigantic industrial structures are suddenly appearing all over the
land and in their "back yards". The mindless accusation of "NIMBYism" is
contemptible - it seeks to denigrate our basic instincts to preserve our
environment in exchange for abstractions like 'the global environment'or
'a green fi.rture'.

The informed public are now aware that these gigantic industrial wind
machines are little more than symbols, or a salve to the 'green' and
essentially urban conscience of those who feel powerless to control the
manJ excesses of our wasteful, polluting society. Country Guardian shares
those concerns but is dismayed at the way in which they are exploited by
those who are able to manipulate public sympathies. Conservation of
energy coupled with restraint in use should be the first priority. It is the
logical and common-sense answer to our energy problems, along with
improving the technology to clean up our fossil fuelled power stations. The
development of clean energy should not entail being stampeded into the
irreversible ruination of our fast-diminishing countryside.

Country Guardian is by no means the only organisation to express deep

concern about commercial windpower. Over the past 10-12 years many
well-known organisations and experts have expressed similar reservations.
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In 1997 the Countryside Commission said:
"we do not feel it makes sense to tackle one environmental problem by
creating another"

The Financial Times (2}thMay 1999) reported that "The National Trust,
the conservation charifi....denounced the "false hopes and flawed
solutions" offered by many "green energy" schemes, such as wind farms
and wood -fuelled power stations. "we shall not be seduced by what
appears to be 'green' renewable energy solutions which will make little real
difference to fossil use," the National Trust said. The charity added that it
was particularly concerned about wind energy."

Developers claim that wind power makes a 'significant contribution'to
offsetting polluting emissions from fossil-fuelled power stations and
thereby reduce the effects of global warming. Professor Ian Fells of
Newcastle universifi a world expert on energy, submitted evidence to the
House of commons, Trade and Industry committee, Energy policy, in June
1998, that the [then] world's total output of wind energy was less than 5o/o

of the IIK's requirement for electricity. This would mean if alt the tens of
thousands of wind turbines in the world could somehow have been centred
on the UK we would still have had to back up their unreliable output with
an equal amount of conventional, reliable power.

In his comment on the Hclg4-r,Report and Proceedings of the (ETRA)
committee, vol.1, session 1998-1999, Vol. l7l,ll. expert professor M.A
Laughton, FEng, of London university wrote "Nowhere can I find any
mention of reservations expressed by either knowledgeable organisations or
those who wish to protect the environment. Instead the committee urges
the Government to even greater efforts to produce a wholly unworkable
electricity supply system to the ruination of the landscape."

Edward Luscombe, C.Eng., B.Sc. (Eng.), MIEE says ,,To us these
windfarms are a disaster in the countryside, we know their effect on
lglobal warming' is pathetically tiny, but to the Government they are seen
as 'proof positive'to a gullible populace that something really is being
done to reduce CO2 emissions."

"Prof. David Bellamy writing in the Mid-wales Journal on Friday Juty lgth
1997, claimed the turbines did not make much electricity and were a 'blot
on the landscape'. . . . . . ."they are not environmentally friendly."

Philip Stott, Professor of Biogeography,IJniversity of London, in a Teletext
of 8th of December 1997 expressed similar sentiments:- "climate will
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continue to change catastrophically, gradually and unpredictably, whatever
happens at the Kyoto conference. We fool ourselves by thinking that we
can "halt" climate change by fiddling with one or two politically selected
variables".

Repeatedly one hears the phrase that wind energy is "better than nuclear"
from people who are well-motivated but either uninformed or misinformed.
The idea that weather-dependent wind farms' could cause the closure of
huge nuclear power stations is a myth which is fostered by the proponents
of commercial wind o'farms'in order to discredit their opponents. Of
course, wind power does not replace nuclear or conventional power
stations: it may displace some of their power for those periods when the
wind happens to be blowing between the cut-in and cut-out speeds of
approximately l1mph and 55mph respectively.

However much we dislike nuclear power it is a fact that we obtain 25% -
30% of our electricþ from this source and if we cease to use it we shall
have to burn more fossil fuel producing more CO2 where there was none
before. The 'dash for gas' and nuclear power have enabled the UK to
achieve its target for 2000. Commercial wind turbines athact huge
subsidies so it is no wonder that the developers are trying to persuade the
government to alter the planning system and deprive the public of their
democratic right to refuse to have these gigantic, ineffrcient industrial
machines invading and spoiling the countryside and their lives. The wind
industry is run by business men, so naturally their main aim is to make money

- as much as possible. They are not environmentalists nor are they 'green'.

Country Guardian is frequently informed by councillors and planning
ofticers that the developers seek to libel our organisation as being 'funded
by the nuclear industry'. This is simply not true.

The following statements indicate quite the reverse

Dr. David Lindley ofNational Wind Power, when speaking in the House of
Lords in 1998 said, "It should be said, first of all, so nobody thinks we are

anti-nuclear, it so happens we all work for companies which are involved in
some way in the construction of nuclear power stations so we are hardly .

anti-nuclear".

Dr. Ian Mays, wherr Chairman of the British Wind EnergyAssociation and
submitting êvidence to the \Melsh Affairs Select Committee in March 1994
said "The future, I believe, can only be renewables and nuclear in some sort
of combination."
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The public's real-life experience of commercial wind 'farms,.is being
expressed all over the uK in the form of rejection after rejection of
planning applications. The Government Inspector, David Lavender, in
L999, dismissed National wind Power's Appeal to put the largest wind
'farm'in England on Barningham High Moor. Summing up he said:-
"... it seems to me that the individual contribution to energy generation
needs from High Moor would be insignificant and unreliable, andthat
pollution savings would be both conespondingly small and uncertain.'!

He concluded that he could frnd:". . . nothing to persuade me that the
desirability of exploiting a clean, renewabl.in.rgy resource at this
prominent sþline site outweighs other important policy considerations,
which include avoiding damage to athactive areas of landscape."

The following points may help to illustrate how the Inspector could reach
such a decision :-

1) "A five-fold increase in wind turbines would only replacel/l0g0th of the
fossil fuel use in the LrK." (Nationat Trust. "A call ror ihe wild", May
teee)

2) Government figures for windpower (trK),year ending June 1999, show
an average 26.7% output of capacity from a total installed capacity of 31g
MW. Result - about 85 MW of an intermittent supply of electricity
(dependent on back-up) from nearly 750 wind turbines. This wouid not be
enough to run the QE2 at maximum power. The eE2 generates 90Mw
when operating at maximum power - "suffîcient to light up the whole of
Southampton" (Captain Can). The supply is reliable.

3) statistics, based on FTSU figures for year ending June 199g, show the
avercge capacþ of output from all the wind ofarms'in wales (nearly 350
wind turbines) at24.4o/o of their total143 MW of installed capacity.-Result
- 35 MW of an unreliable, intermittent supply of electricity - less than half
of the 90Mw of reliable electricþ needed to operate the iiner eE2 on
maximum power.

4)rn 1997, in a nationwide press release, the wind Energy Industry
proclaimed that in 7996 a "record" 505 million units of electricity were
produced from over 550 wind turbines. To put this apparently impressive
figure into perspective it should be explained that this was o.ts"lrof the
IrK's total supply for 1996. Moreover, the average annual increase of
supply in electricity from 1992 - 1997 (and since the advent of windofarms') has been 2.4%. so, just to meet that average annual increase in
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supply would have required a 16- fold rise in wind power . No
conventional power stations could close as a constant, reliable equivalent of
back-up supply must be available at all times.

5) TheAngleseyAluminium Metal Ltd needs 220NÍ\¡,1of constant,

uninterrupted, reliable power. The unreliable, average output of 22 wind
'farms' the size of Carno, \ilales (reputedly the largest one in Europe)
would merely match the needs ofAluminium Metal Ltd. Owing to the
unpredictable, intermittent nature of the wind it can never replace the

reliable, const¿nt 220 MW of conventional power necessary for the

functioning of the factory. Deprived of electricity for over 6 hours the plant
would be damaged to such an extent that it would be uneconom-ic to reopen
it.The factory supports 630 jobs and about trvice that number in
associated jobs.

6) "Connah's Quay gas-fired power station which can power half the

homes a¡d factories of Wales...........and Powergen's other CCGT plant has

reduced its CO2 emissions by 11 million tonnes ayear - a third of the IJK's
target for CO2 reduction. The project created or secured 8,000 jobs and all
of the 500 contractors and consultants were based in the ItK." (DTI Press

Release 417197)

7) The Baglan 500 MW gas-f,rred power station, the "most effrcient and and

cleanest of its kind in the world", will cover aboutl5 acres and produce 500

MV/ of reliable power. The Carno wind 'farm'- spread over about 1500

acres - produces an average tiny intermittent, unreliable trickle of 10 MW
of electricity.This is delivered to the National Grid by 24 kilometres of new
overhead line across previously uncluttered countryside. No wonder that
Matt Ridley says natural gas is "a less environmentally damaging way to
generate electricity than wind power." (Daily Telegraph,2614199.)

8) The following statistics are based on the "best performance" (1.8MW,
rated as "excellent" by the EU!) of the Cemaes wind 'farm'to date - i.e
25o/o of capacity. On that basis the six 400 kW wind turbine extension
proposed will produce an intermittent, unreliabl e 5,256,000 units p.a. Drax
power station can produce 4,000,000 units in one hour.Therefore Drax
could produce the annual output of the proposed Cemaes "8" extension in
less than one and a half hours.The total25 - year life output of the Cemaes

"8" extension could reproduced by Drax in about one and a half days.

"The Scientist [Dr. James Hansen ofNASA's Goddard Institute for Space

Studies in New York] who alerted the world to the consequences of the
greenhouse effect admits today that carbon dioxide from burning fossil
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The wind power varÍes with the wind speed cubed.
Letterso Daily Telegraph, 4 September 2007
sir, There is an ord saying: ',No one ever bu't a windmill if he could bu'd a
i*'ffi:;';iîrî1ï: is an unreriabre source orpower. rr serdom bb;, ¿ adity and
The power generated by the wind varies with the cube of the wind speed. Thatmeansthat ifthe wind speed drops from 40mph to

does notcent: it 87.s cent.

Norman plastowo Hon Curafor, Wimbledon
, London SWlg,¡, llllrl i





http:l/www.telegraph.co-uk/earth/energy/windpower/3g67 232/promoters-overstated-the-
environmenta l-benefit-of-wind_farms. htm I

Telegraph.

Promoters overstated the environmental
benefit of wind farms

The wind farm industry has been forced to admit that the
environmental benefit of wind power in reducing carbon
emissions is only hatf as big as it had previously ilaimed.
It will be regarded as a concession that twice as many wind
turbines as previously calculated will be needed to piovide the
same degree of reduction in Britain's carbon emissiäns

By Patrick Sawer
10:284M GMT 20 Dec 2008

The British wind EnergyAssociation (BWEA) has agreed to scale down itscalculation for the amount of harmful carbon áioxi¿elemission that canbe eliminatedby using wind turbines to generate electricity insteal of burning fossil firels such ascoal or gas.

The move is a serious setback for the advocates of wind power, as it will be regarded
as a concession that twice as many wjnd turbines u, p.ruìouslycalculat.¿ *itt U.needed to provide the same degree of reduction in gritain,s carbon emissions.
A wind farm industry source admitted: "rt's not ideal for us. It,s the result of pressureby the anti-wind farm lobby."

For several years the BWEA- which lobbies on behalf of wind power firms _claimed that electricity from wind turbines 'displaces; ãoo gru-s of carbon dioxideemission for every kilowatt hour of erectricity gen.rut.d.
However it has now halve{ that figure to 430 grams, following discussions with theAdvertising Standards Authoriry (ÃSe).
Hundreds of wind fuTt are being planned across the country adding to the 19gonshore and offshore farms - atoüt of 2,389 turbines - ahealyin opãrution. Another40 farms are currently under construction. 

---- ---J -¡' vrvrelr\

Experts have previously calculated that to help achieve the Government,s aim ofsaving around 200 million rons of co2 emis*ions ay zoào-;*""*n^!än.ruting rsper cent of the country's electricity from wind po*.* - would r"quîr.î0,000 wind



turbines:

But the new figure for carbon displacement means that twice as many turbines would

now be needed to save the same amount of CO2 emissions

While their advocates regard wind farms as a key part of Britain's fight against

climats change, oppon.ntr ¿ìrgue they blight the landscape al, great financial cost

while bringing little environmental benefit.

Dr Mike Hall, an anti-wind farm campaigner from the Friends of Eden, Lakeland and

Lunesdale Scenery group in the Lake District, said: "Every wind farm application

says it will lead to a Uigiaving in the amount of carbon dioxide produced. This has

been greatly exaggeratéd and the reduction in the carbon displacement figure is a

significant admission of this' 
it set even lower. It further"As we get cleaner power stations on line, the figure will get even lower.

backs the argument that wind farms are one of the most inefficient and expensive

ways of lowering carbon emissions."

Because wind farms burn no fuel, they emit no carbon dioxide during regular

running. The revised calculation for the amount of carbon emission they save has

come about because the BrWEA's earlier figure did not take account of recent

improvements to the technology used in conventional, fossil-fuel-burning power

stations.

The figure of 860 grams dates back to the days of old-style coal-fired power stations.

Howeier, since the early 1990s, many of the dirty coal-fired stations have been

replaced by cleaner-burning stations, with a consequent reduction in what the

inãustry.áltr th. "grid average mix" figure for carbon dioxide displacement.

As a result, a modern 100MW coal or gas power station is now calculated to produce

half as many tonnes of carbon dioxide as its predecessor would have done.

The BWEA,s move follows a number of rulings by the ASA against claims made by

individual wind farm promoters about the benefits their schemes would have in

reducing carbon emissions.

In one key adjudication, the ASA ruled that a claim by Npower Renewables that a

wind farm planned for the southern edge of Exmoor National Park, in Devon, would

help prevent ttrr release of 33,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere was

"inãccurate and likely to mislead". This claim was based on the 860-gram figure.

The watchdog concluded: "We told Npower to ensure that future carbon savings

claims *rr. bur.d on a more represenlative and rigorous carbon emissions factor."

The ASA has now recommended that the BWEA and generating companies use the

far lower figure of 430 grams.

In a letter to its members, the BWEA's head of onshore, Jan Matthiesen, said: "It was

agreed to recommend to all BWEA members to use the single static figure of 430 g

CbZ¡t<Wtr for the time being. The advantage is that it is well accepted and presents

little risk as it understates the true ftgure."



This is now the figure given on the BWEA's website. The organisation will also beforced to lower its claim for the total amount 
"f 

;;;;; dioxiáe emission saved by the2,389 wind turbines currently operating around grftui;.
But the association denied the change weakened the case for wind farms.
Nick Medic, spokesman for the BWEA, said: ,,wind farms are stilr eliminatingemissions' The fact is that fossil fuel burnin; p"*;;-rt"tions belch out co2 and windfarms don't. That has not changed.

"The fact is we need to reduce carbon emissions, however you account for them. But
lf;i.ftt 

people who jusr don'r like wind rarms ã"¿*il urå uny "ú;;; against
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A Problem With V/ind Power (shorresr version)

by Eric Rosenbloom

The biggest problem with large-scale wind-powered electricity
generation is the grid. A home system can work well because the
fluctuating output (even in the windiest places it is highly
variable) can be regulated by batteries, and another sôuróe (the
grid o1a gas-powered generator) is tied in to kick in when need
be. This is the model where larger systems work in isolated
villages, too.

But industrial-scale wind plants designed to supplythe grid do
not work well, even where the wind is superb. riå grid is meant
to respond to demand, constantly modulaiing the uuiiou,
suppliers to match the demand exactly. winãplants respond only
to the wind, forcing the more controliable "conventionáI" plants
to change their output in response to wind production as well as
to grid demand. And the need to respond within seconds to a drop
in wind production requires a plant ihut run, more ineffrciently
than one that could run if the grid didn't have to ,op, *itt irr.'
unpredictable fl uctuations of significant wind-powäred sources.
That is to say, wind farms may actually cause *orrfossir fuel
buming.

The huge turbines designed for the grid can't work without
electricity from the grid, either. They produce on average 2s%-
35Yo of what rhey are capable of but ih.y ur. 

"i¡"s-;1"7;i;;(apparently free) 100% of the time.

And a problem about_sites with good steady strong winds is that
they arc.too windy. The turbines can't handle ,trorig g*t; il-"
automatically shut dowl(tvpicaily around 55 mphi. ¡o ;goãã"
sites turn out to be very littlÀ morã productive thuílr* windy
ones.

-- December 2004
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Cold Weather Issues

There are three general issues important to the operation of wind turbines in cold
weather. These issues could be classified under three categories: . the impact of low
temperatures on the physical properties of materials

' the ice accretion on structures and surfaces
' lhe presence of snow in the vicinity of a wind turbine

Cold weather operation of wind turbines require that these issues be examined in the
design or at least in the phase preceding thelnstallation of the turbines in their
working environment. Not doing to *ould mean prolonged period of inactivity
required for safety purposes or because turbines inabiliÇ to perform satisfactorily.

Low Temperatures

Low temperatures affect the different materials used in the fabrication of wind
turbines, usually adversely. Structural elements such as steel and composite material
all see their mechanical properties changed by low temperatures. Steel becomes more
brittle; its energy absorbing capacþ and deformation prior to failure are both
reduced. Composite materials, due to unequal shrinkage of their fiber/matrix
components, will be subjected to a residual stress.

If this stress is sufftcient, it can result in microcracking in the material. These
microcracks reduce both the stiffness and the impermãability of the material, which
can contribute to the deterioration process (Dutta and Hui, isOl¡.Low temperatures
can also damage the electrical equipment such as generators, ya\ry drive motors and
transformers.

When power is applied to these machines after they have been standing in the cold



for a long period, the windings can suffer from a thermal shock and become

damaged. Gearboxes, hydraulic couplers and dampers suffer from long exposure to

cold weather. As the temperature goes down, the viscosity of the lubricants and

hydraulic fluids increase^s up to a point where at -40o F, a chunk of heavy gear oil
could be used to pound nails (Diemand, 1990).

Damage to gears will occur in the very first seconds of operation where oil is

verythick and cannot freely circulate. In addition, due to an increase in internal

friction, the power transmission capacity of the gearbox is reduced when the oil
viscosþ has not reached an acceptable level.

Seals, cushions and other rubber parts loose flexibility at low temperatures. This may

not necessarily result in part failure but can cause a general decline in performance. A
typical rubber part can see its stiffness augmented by a factor of I at a temperature of
-40oF (Brugada, 19S9). Brittleness also increases which changes impact resistance

and makes the part prone to cracking (Brugada,1989),

Icing

Icing represents the most important threat to the integrity of wind turbines in cold

*ruth.r. .... Wind turbines must therefore be able to sustain at least limited icing

without incuming damage preventing normal operation. Furthermore, it is advisable

that power production be maintained in moderate icing for the following re¿ßons:

. To minimize downtime period and benefit from the more favorable winter winds

. To keep the rotor turning and therefore limit the ice growth to leading edge part of
the blade that is likely fitted with some ice protection equipment

The icing likely to form on wind turbine blades is of two kinds: glazeand rime. Glaze

ice is the result of liquid precipitation striking surfaces at temperatures below the
.freezingpoint. Glaze is rather transparent, hard and attaches well to surfaces. It is the

type of icing encountered during ice storms. ...

Rime ice occurs when surfaces below the freezing point are exposed to clouds or fog

composed of supercooled water droplets. Its white and opaque appearance is caused

by the presence of air bubbles trapped inside. Rime ice is of primary importance in

high elevation locations such as hills or rùountaintops. ....

Ice collects on both the rotating and non-rotating surfaces. The most adverse effect of
icing occurs on the rotor itself. Its consequences on the rotor are the following:

. Interfere with the deployment of speed limiting devices such as tip flaps or movable

blade tip



' Increase the static load on the rotor

' change the dynamic balance of the rotor, thereby accelerating fatigue

' Reduce the energy capture by altering the aerodynamic profile of the rotor

' Ice fragments can be propelled and represent a safety hazardfor population and
properly in the vicinity of wind turbines. Larger chunks can also stìite the rotor and
damage it.Ice also accumulates on fixed strucfures such as nacelles, towers and
addeg making periodic maintenance more diffrcult by preventing easy access to
turbine components. It can interfere with the normal fi¡nctioninglf pitctr control and
orientation mechanisms. Finally, the presence of ice on strucfural elements increases
both the static loading and the wind loading due to an augmentation in surface area.

Snow

Due to its very low specific gravify, snow is easily canied by wind. It can infiltrate
almost any unprotected openings where an airflow can find 

-itr 
*uy. Wind turbine

nacelles, i.e. the housings that contain the gearbox and the g.n.rutor, are not
necessarily airtight compartments.

In fact, they incorporate many openings in order to provide a supply of fresh air for
cooling purposes. Hence, snow can accumulate insiãe the nacetËun¿ damage the
equipment. This could prove very detrimental for the electrical machinery. On the
other hand, snow could also obstruct these openings and prevent nor-uirirculation
of air. It is suggested to use deflectors or baffles in order io keep these openings free
of obstruction.

High Elevations

In the Northeastern U.S., the most suitable sites for wind turbines are frequently
mountains or ridgetops. These also are areas where wind turbines ur. -or.susceptible to rime ice due to the relative proximity of low-level clouds. Bailey
(1990) suggests that during cold weather at altitude about 2300 ft, rime ice can be
expected approximately 10%o of the time. This figure jumps to 2}o/ofor altitude above
3000 ft.

Lower Elevations

The type of meteorological hazardmo¡t likely to happen at lower elevations is glaze
ice. Bailey (1990) suggests that glaze ice events ur.ïf ,hon duration and light in
intensity but the January of 1998 northeast ice storm proved otherwise. One could



only observe the magnitude of the damages inflicted to trees and power lines. It could

also suggest that the weather patterns are changing and become more dependent on

global meteorological phenomena.

Icing

Wind turbine icing has received a lot of attention in the recent years. As wind energy

was developing in Scandin avia and in the highlands of Germany, icing was quickly
identified as an area of uncertainty. Hence, research has been undertaken to identi$r

and model the type of icing wind turbines would be subjected to. Efforts have also

been done in the area of icing prevention technologies.

Active de-icing methods have been investigated. They come directly to us from the

aeronautical industry. They consist of thermal, chemical and impulse de-icing.In
thermal deicing, electrical elements, similar to the one found on the rear window of a
car) canbe useã to warm and melt the ice accumulation off the blades.

Existing research in wind turbine active icing prevention has focused on thermal de-

icing. gased on early work in Europe, Jasinski et al. (1998) indicate that thermal anti-

icing requires an amount of heater power equal to at least 25% of the turbine

maximum rated power. Recent work conducted in Europe indicates that the early

estimate in anti-icing power requirement can be revised down. They now claim that
the power requirement ranges between 6 to 72Yo of the output for 1000 to 220 kW
turbines
respectively.

In a comprehensive wind turbine icing prevention approach, sensors that could detect

the build-up of ice on the rotor could be considered. Such devices already exigt for
the aeronautical industry. They consist of detection sensors and a côntrol unit. The

control unit processes signals received from the sensors and activates the ice removal

mechanisms. A similar system could be adapted to work on wind turbines and insure

automatic de-icing operations.

European nations involved in wind energy research:

JOULE III Wind Energy in Cold Climate (WECO) Project, co-tunded by the

European Commission -
The BOREAS Conferences VTT Energy - The leading institute in research on wind
energy in Finland
FMI Energy - The Finnish Meteorological Institute
DEWI - Deutsches Windenergie-Institut
Additional research should be carried out on icing and its effects on wind turbine

operations. The following subjects could be of interest:



' The long term effect of icing, especially on blade fatigue
' Is the blade more prone to còileðt ice when at rest o.lh.n running, the answer
could be different whether glaze or rime ice is involved
' The ice collection pattern, is it similar to aircraft icing or is it more random in
shape?
' what part of the blade is more prone to icing, the root or the tip?
' What is the energy loss associated with icing?

So far, the research in icing seems to have focused on rime ice. This is due maybe
because this is a better understood phenomena and also this is the sort of icing
occurring where icing on wind turbine is a concern and where research has bJgun on
this subject.

Available weatherdata sugges tthatthis is not necessarily the type of icing most
likely to occur in the lower elevations of New England. ih.t.rot", document ing glaze
ice on how it forms, its occurrences throughout Nãw England and its impact on the
utilities among others, is something that rã.*r valuableio und.rtukã. '

An investigative effort could be done in the area of ice monitoring. For instance, the
anemometer stations could also be fìtted with icing detectors to evaluate the duration
of each icing episode and the total number of houñ during a season. Although there
are different fypes of ice detectors available, their generaioperating principle is the
same: they sense a change in properties resulting fto- an accumulation of ice.

Some work by detectingthe frequency variation in a sonic or vibratory wave while
others monitor the capacitance between metal strips. The Rosemount ice detector
uses the frequency shift principle (þerson, 1988j. Researchers from CRREL have
used it to study the ice growth on the summit of two New England mountains.
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Executive Summary

1. onshore wind turbines represent a relatively mature technology, which ought to have achieved
d satisfactory level of reliabilit¡ in ope¡ation ¿s plants age. unfortunatel¡ detailed amlysis of
the relatio'ship between age and performmce gives a rather d.iferent picture for both the
united Kingdom aad Denma¡k with a significant decri¡e in the average road facto¡ of onshore
wind fams adjusted for wind availability æ they get older- An evenmore drmâtic decline is
observed for offshore wi¡d fm in Denmælç but this nay be a reflection of the immaturity
ofthe technology.

2. The studyhas used dåta on the monthly output ofwind fa¡ms in the uK md Denmark reported.
under regulatory mangements md schemes for subsidising ¡ensable energy. Nomalised
age-perfomaace orves have been estimated using standard statistical techniques which allow
for diferences between sites a¡d over time i¡ wind resources md other factors.

3' The normalised load factor for uK onsho¡e wind farms declines from a peak of about 24% ai
age 1 to 15% at age r0 and lr% at age 15. The decline in the nomalised rdad factor for Dmish
onshore wind farms is slowe¡ but stll signifcant with a fall ftonapeakoîz2%to 18% at age 15.
on the other hmd for onshore wi¡d farms in Demak the normalised load factor falls from
39% at age 0 to 15% ât age 10. The reaso[s for the obseryed declines in normalised load factors
cannot be fi.rlly assesed uilg the data alailable but outages due to mechmical brealqdowns
appear to be a contributory factor.

4. Ânalysis ofsite-specificperformance ¡eveals thatthe average nomalùed.load factor ofnewuK
onshore wind farms at age 1 (the peak year of opemtion) declined signiñcaltty from 2000 to
2011. Ia addition lager wind farms have systematically worse performance thm smalle¡ wind
fums. Adjusted for age aad wind availabirity the overan performance of wind. farms in the uK
hæ deteriorated makedly since the beginni¡g oftle century.

5' These findings have importa¡tt imprications for policy towüds wind generation in the uK. Fast,
they suggest that the subsidy regime is extrernely genemu ¡f investment in new wind fam
is profitable despite the decline in performance due to age â¡d over tùne. second, meeting
the uK Govemment's ta¡gets for wind generation wil requùe a much higher rever of wind
capacity - and, thus, capital investment - than ment pro¡€ctions imply. Thi¡d, the structure
of contr¿cts ofered to wind genemtors under the proposed reform of the electricity mdket
should be modified since few wind å¡ms will operate for more than t2-15 yeas.
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oflhe market pilce for about 12.5 years ofoPeration at a typical load factor'! Ofshore capacity

is eligible for a similar price premim but most of it is contracted via tenders that offer a guar-

mteed feed-i¡ trif. T'he tender ta¡ifs have varied from Ê56 per MWh to twice that frgure

extending over 16-18 years ofoPemtion ât a tfpical loâd factor'

Age -þe¡f orma nce curves

A stædârd indicato¡ of the opeËti¡g Perfoma¡ce of a wind turbine is its nomalised loâd

factor defined æ the total ouq)ut over some period divided by the maximum potential outPut

adjustecl for wind availability. Normalisation for wirid amilability is not straightforwafd. If

detailed ilata on wind speecls at specific locatio¡s is available, then the potential output from

in¿lividual turbi¡es or wind fms cm be calculated using standad power cuwes. since wind

speeds cm vary substmtially over small distæces, such calculations ãe both rlifñcult to imPle-

me¡t ând p¡one to errors when applied to luge numbers of wind genentors using public

sources of dataa

Mmy analyses work in the oPposite dilection. For example, the Danish Wind l¡dex- the

longest runnilg series of data on wind araiiability in Europe - is coNtructed from the co'mon

component ofmonthly vuiations in wind ouþut from a large sample ofwind turbinesl This

study atlopts a similar approach. Wind avaitability is treated æ m mobsewed factor whose

contribution to motrt¡ly variations in wind output is estimated by a series of ûxed period

(month/yeu) effects in a statistical model ofmonthly output for all wind årms' The reasons

for adopting this approach ue discussed in Section D ofthe Appendix This explains why the

method must perfom better than the feæible altemative of using a singie index of average

wind speed for the UK or Denma¡lc

The malysis relies upon stmdud techniques that are widely used in the biological md medical

sciences æ well economi$ üd. engineeriag. Full details æe given in the APpendir The idea is

to treât the actual load factof (ie. without adjstment for wind conditions) for a specific wild

generator in any time period æ bei:rg determined by a set ofcomponents which reflect sPeciûc

site conditions md the age-related performance of wind plants ia general together with the

period fxed efects md ü ucorrelated ¡mdom enor. The orohore wind datæets for the uK

and Denma¡k used for the ana\æis are large with monthly obseroations on 282 instalations in

the uK a¡d 823 installations in Demak with aa age ruge from 0 to 19 yeas. T'lr.e bfshore

wi¡d dataset for Denma¡k is nther smaller, covering only 30 installations, but it can be used to

obtain ¡eæonabìe estimates of performmce uP to age 10. The resr¡lts discused here ue based

upon leæt squares estimation (see page 27) combined witÏ sta¡dad errors tlat are robust to

va¡ious departures from classicai assmptions about tle n¿tue Ofthe data genefation process.

The results of the statjstical analysis demonstfate m uambiguous ild statistically signifimt

decli¡e i¡ the operating perfomance of wind farms as they grow older' Figure I shows the

THE PERFORMÂNCE OF WIND FÀRMS IN THE UNTTBD K¡NGDOM ÂND DENMÀRI(

The Performance of Wind Farms in the Unlted Kingdom
and Denmark

lnttoductlon

1. Any assessment of the costs of wincl power must rely heavily upon æsmPtions about the

average load factor that will be achieved by new wi¡d instâllations over their lifetime- It is

stÐdæd practice to calculate average load facton by yeæ æd country for onshore and ofshore

installations as shom in Table 1 (page 40).1 However, such estimates do not Provide a

reliabie statisucal basis for assessing the future performmce ofwi¡d fa¡ms in aggregate. Part

of the reâson is that the mount of wind in my month or yeu is influenced by long term mete-

orological rycles that have periods of maly yeus, notably the North Atla¡tic Oscillation. In

addition, avemge load. factors do not allow for changes in the comPosition ofwind installations

by location, age, size and other factor.

2. As the nmber of wind fams operating in develoPed countries has grown, engineers have m

opportmityto malyse operating exPerience over extendedp€riods oftime' With my (relativeþ

novel technologythe iacidence of temporâryor pemmentbreakdoms maybe expectedto fall

ovef time, so it is difrcult to disentangle the efects ofage on operâting Performance from the

technological imâturity of tubines i¡stalled 10 or 20 yeus ago. Nonetheless, the technology

foronshore wind tubines has been reasonablymature since the earþ2000s, This is documented

bydata producedbythe US Department ofEnergywhich shows that the decline in capitalcosts

that is chæcteristic of immatue technologies slowed after 2000 ¿nd was reversed after 2004.'

3. With at least 10 yeafs of operating data shce 2000 it should be Possible to exmine how the

tfpical operating perficrmance of wind installations in the United Kingdom md Denmark

wies with. the age of the turbines. The estimated age-performæce cunes should then be

incotpomted in estùnates oflevelised costs, which æe often used to compæe the costs ofwbd

a¡d other foms of generation.

4. The Appendix provides a detailed descrþtion ofthe data and methods employed for this study.

In both the UK md Denmuk wind operators have a lage incentive to produce electricity

whenever there is suffici€nt wind available since milginal operating costs are small while the

operator receives ¿ much higher price. In the uK this price Ís the sum ofthe mæket price plus

the value oî(a) the Renewable Obligation Certiûcates (ROG) awarded for each MWh of elec-

tricity produced, arid (b) the associated exemption from the Climate Chmge LeYy' ln practice'

tìe efective muket value of ROCs md âssociat€d incentives meæs that a¡ omhore wi¡d

opentor earns roughly double the avemge market price of electricity per MWh' In Denmuk'

most onshore wind capacitr receives a pfice premim equivalent to âbout €28 Pe¡ Mwh on top

5.

6.

8.

The load factor is calculated 6 tìe Êtio of the eount of dectdcitl actually ploduced þ a trbi¡e or wi¡d fam

over a period of a month or a yea divided by the doEt of outPut that muld have been produced hadit opæted

at Ârll imeplate apacity for the enti¡e leriod. This is exp¡essed as a percentage, so that reported load fado¡s lie

btuetro @d 100.

I Wìser & tU. nolirye t Q0t2, 201 I Wínd Technologíæ Matket REøt, Lawefuæ Berkeley Nalio¡al Labomtory,

US D€pffie¡t of Eû;ryy. It should be mted that the installed cos of wiod pluts has fallea since 2010. but these

chogÀ re¡ect the rycllcal forces of demud ad supply that de well established aqoss tb€ elect¡ícity sedo! dd
which apply to fossil-fuel ð well as renemble geÞeEtors.

3 Conwrsiotrsto GBP uebæed onæ erchdge Ete of¿l = DKK9.l8 (4 at t9 Octobe!2012)'

4 .{11 wind geÃerators collect t¡eir om infoñatiotr on vitd sPeeds i! ofde¡ to ñoage thei¡ Pla¡ts but rhey do not

publish suc1r infomation æd *ill not haw access to ilfomdioû colleded by other oPerato¡s'

5 Detalsoftheco$mctionoftheDdishwiadhdexdegivenatm.vi¡dstat'dk-ÂpalsbyBo@d-N Bocød

(2009)'Cap¿cityfacto¡ofwildPower:reatiædr¿luesvsestibates:E'tgPolicy,Vol37,pp2679-88-i¡dudesa
disossioÞ of the costrudion of simild iodices otwínd aÞilability in Ge@ey' the uK NetheIldds, æd swede¡
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simplest yarimt of the normalised age-performance cuwe for omhore UK winá imtallations
together with the equivalent cuwes for onshore md ofshore Dmish i¡stallations. The curues

illustrâted re calculated from the multiplicative error components model described in the
Appendix with log(load factor) as the dependent ruiable md a quadratic in plmt age to repre-

sent tle viliation in plant performance with age.

The rate of decline in performarce is greatest for offshore imtallations i¡ Denmak with a fall
f¡om load factors ofover 40% at ages 0 and 1 to less thm l5yo by at ages 9 æd 10. Onshore
installations in the UK show a more rapid rate ofdecline - 0.9 percentage points per yea¡ over
the frst 10 years of operation - thm is the case for Demmþ though the nomalised Dmish
performmce curve lies below the uK curve for the fi¡st fou years. For the uK the normalised
load factor falls to jusr over 15% at age 10 md to ll% at age 15. with such low load facrors it
seems lilcly that nany wind fa¡ms wlll be re-powered - i.e. the turbines will be replaced - once
they reach t¡e age of 10 or at most 15.

Figure 1: Perfomance degradation due to age using equøl weights

THE PPRTORMÂNCE O¡ WIND FARMS IN THT UNITED KINGÞOM A.ND DENMARK

1 I . The age-performance cwes in Figue I ue derived from equations estimated by giving equal

weight to each v¡ind farm irrespective of its generathg capaciry Figure 2 illutrates similü
curvesbut it this case the estimates a¡e constructedbyweighthg eachwindfarrn byits genent-

ing capacity, referred to as capacity-weighted. This gives a better lepresentation ofperformuce
' degradation per MW ofgenerating câp¿ciry The strikiag result is that the rate ofdecline in

the performmce ofUK onshore wind installations is signifcandy faster when capacitf weights

are used, which implies that lüge wind fdm in the UK experience a more rapid decline thm
smaller onês. The diferences ae smalle¡ in Denma¡k but the capacity-weighted dedine in
perfoma¡.ce is more npid tlaa the equal weights decline for Dmish onshore installations.

Figure 2: Perfomance degradøtíon ilue to age usingcapacity weights
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L2. The specification ofthe statistical model mea¡s that the unit fixed efects identi! the speciûc

performæce chæcteristia of i¡dividual wind farms after adjusting for wind ay¿ilability md
age. These chmcteristics may reflect the site and,/or design of the installation as well æ the
way in which it is operate¿ ,4. positive v¿lue fo¡ the unit fxed efect is equivalent to shiftiDg
the perfcrmmce cune up by some percentage applied riniformly at each age, while a negative

value shifts it dom. It follom that the dist¡ibution of mit fxed efects ¿cross installations can

be used to compae the relative efectiveness of new installations by location, date of comis-
sioning, etc. Câre is required when making compaÌisons between, for example, UK ànd Danish

onshore wi¡id i$tallatioDs beeuse these have been nomalised sepârately, so the unit ûxed
efects refer to diferent underlying averages.6

0r234567I9toil 12 13 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8
Aæ (yeæ)

UK onshoe 
-DK 

onshore 

-DK 
offshore

Note: Nomalised load factgs in %. Sourcq Author's estirnates.

10. There are two plausible explanations for the obsened decline in average load factors as wind
farms age, The ûrst is that the turbines become less efficie¡t over time as a result of mechmical
wea¡ ud teæ, erosion ofthe turbi¡e blades and related factors. The second is that the turbines
experience more f¡equent breakdowns and tlìeû opemtors take more time to bring them back
intÕ service because they are less concerned about the performmce of older plæts. Both
reæons may be relemt in diferent circmtances md it is not possible to identi& a primary
explanation from the data- The frequency ofextended shutdowns does seem to increase with
age, but this could be a reflection ofthe timing ofplanned mai¡tenance operations r¿tler than
breakd.oms. whateve¡ the came, the reduction in performmce with age is much geater thm
would be upected forthemal genenting pluts. soúe @e is ¡equired i¡ hte¡p¡etiûg the ulit ñxed etrects. By default, the avemge rzlue ofùe uit füed €fects fo¡

each group is z*o but these avmges ae takeu overall obsemtions for each i¡stallâtion i¡ ttre bðic s@ple. porthe
pu4rose ofthe coñpdiso$ i! Figue 3 the ûit 6æd effeas have bee¡ adiusted so that the avenge values for each
group are zeo whel usi¡g oae value fo! eac}t i¡stallatioÀ
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To give a seme of the.nmbers, unit ûxed efects of (a) 0.2 or (b) -0.2 mem that the bæe load

factor given the age ofthe plmt is multiplied by (a) exp(0.2) = t'zz or (b) expco-z) = 0'82' Sit..

the bæe load facto¡ for â plÐt of age 0 is 23.1%, these fxed efects traNlate to load factors in

the ûrst par of operation of (a) 28.2% md (b) 18'9%' For a wind farm with 50 MW of gener-

ating capacity the iliference amounts to an additional 40,700 MWh of electricity outPut Per

year. Using the standard ûgures cited by RenewablellK this would be suficient to supply 12,300

homes for a yea. This range (0.40) is stightly greater thÐ the interquartile range ofunit füed

efects for UK onshore whd farm (0.35), Aga¡n for comparison" operators ofthermal power

plmts would regæd any diference of even 10% up or dom in eÉciency relatiYe to whât is

orpected as a striking md perhaps worrying indication of either good or bad performance-

Figure 3: Rønge of unít fixed efects by category

l4 TEE pERFÕRMANCE OF WIND TAi,MS IN THE UNTTED KINGDOM AND DENMÂRK

15. Outside the rmge between the upper and lower qwtiles, the toP a]]d bottom segments of

the distributions extend further up and dom for UK onshore wind fæns thm for those i¡
Deirmak The ratler difftrent patten for Dæish ofshore witd installations is pardy a conse-

quence ofttre relativeþ small sÞe ofttre sampie, but the evidence points to considenbly gre¿ter

vüiability in the perfomance of offsho¡e wind installatiom thm for onsho¡e irotall¿tions.

16. It is somewhât surprising to obsene the magtitude of the diferences in the performmce in

o¡çhoæ wind farms in the uK, Given ihe natu¡e of the subsidy regimes ând the high capital

cost of deveþing new installations, it migbt be expected that operatos hfle a stroDg incen-

tive to identiry t¡e best locations md tlen choose equipment that will deliver the m*imm
amount of electricity ouÞut at a high level of reliabillty, For UK onshore opelâfors it seems that

good or ba<i perfommce is somewh¿t of a lottery. However, if the subsidies provided by ROCS

are suffcieDt to undeMite investment in ineffici€nt Plants - as appears to be the case - then

those subsidies ãe extlemely gen€rous for plmts thât oPerate close to the effcient frontier.

As location is likely to be the main factor that determines the perfommce of a specifc plæt

relative to all other plants, the inference must be that mmy wind plæts have been developed on

sites with poor wind châràcteristics.

Fígure 4: Initial load føctors by yeør of commisioníngfor onshore vínil

2000 200t 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 20ll

Yeil comm¡ss¡oned

-UK 
onshore 

- 
DK onshore - - Linø (UK onthore)* - unø (DK onshore)

Souce Authofs esti@tes,

L7, There is another distwbing cbaracterist¡c of LIK wind farms whidr is revealed þ exa:nination

of the mit ûxed effects md illustated ¡û Figwe 4. It migbt be exPected that the average perfor-

mce of recently imtalled units muld be higber thal that of older ûnits. This should rcûect

improvements in tubi¡e itesign and reliability æ well as in the identifation of good sites for

wind generation. Howeve¡, thatis nottle Pattem for omhore wind farms in the UK The ûgure

shows the average values of the initial load fâctors calculated rlsing equa]ly weighted daø by

yeu of commissioning for onshore wind f¿¡ms in the uK'and Denmark together with åtted
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14. .4. notable feature of the distributions of tle uit fixed efects that æe summuised il the box

plots ihown in Figure 3 is the range of variation betvüeen the best md wo¡st perfomers' espe-

cially for UK onshore md Da¡ish ofshore wind farms. Box Plots ile constructed so that the

top md bottom ofthe box correspond to the upper and lower quartiies' while the brs at top

md bottom correspond to the mimum and minimum valües excluding outliers.T A plmt at

the upper quartile of the distribution of UK onshore wind farms will generate an amual output

that is about 40% higher than a plant at the lower quartile. The equivalent figure for Danish

onshore wind plants is a¡ increase of 30%, while fo¡ Dmish ofshore wind fams the diference

between the upper ând lower quartiles is equivalent to 2.5 times the outPut of a lower quartile

plmr By my stædud such differences are importa¡t.

The uppe! quanile is the poi¡t in a disftibütioq s& that the 25% ofvåtues sceed it, wüle the lower quartile is the

poirt i¡ a dist¡ibùtiotr such that 75% of v¿fues d@ed iL The liûe i¡ the ñ.iddle of the box mak the mediu, the

poi¡t qceeded by 50% ofralues. Outliæ æe de6aed âs yalues that lie outside the ruge ofTulcy adiacent v¡lues

which ae def¡ed æ the upper/lowr quanles +/- 1-5 x ùtelquartile ruge.
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trend lines'¡ The¡e has been a clea¡ decline in the initial load f¿ctors in the UK which hæ not
occurred in De¡rmark This pattern is confirmed by more detailed statistícal results shown in
the Áppendixwhich take account oflocation md size ofinstallation.

18. The decline in initial performance is particu.larly obvious after 2005 when the rate of comis-
sioning new capacitr increased sharply from less than 500 MW in the 5 years 2000-04 to more
thm 500 MW per yeæ from 2ô05 onwads. In contrast, the peak yeus for commissioning new
onshore wind farms in Denmtrk were 2000-02 when 920 MW wæ installed. The rate of new
building (or replacement) picked up again in 200g but it is still much lower tha¡ at the turn of
century- Not only is the performmce of the onshore wind plaats in the uK com.issioned in
recent yeüs signiûcmtly worse tJran tlat for wind farms commissioned before 2005, but it is
possible that this is a di¡ect consequence of m overþ mpid expæion of capacity. In essence,

the evidence suggests tïat the industry does not have the capability to identi$, develop and
opente riew onshore wind fums at the rate enyisaged by LrK govenment ta¡gets while mail-
taining a satisfactory average level ofperformance.

ImÞileøitons fo¡ futur? Þorrcy and þerfotmance
19. The pattern of performmce degradation with age md over time identifed. in this amlysis has

implications for the ¿ssessment of new invesknent i¡ wind fams a¡d for the design of the
proposed Electricity Market Reform (!MR). There are two related issues that âle afected bv
the results:

a) what ae tle implications for the design of policies intended. to prcmote the ad.option
and expansion ofwind generatiÕn in the uK? This includes th€structure ofdnent
subsidies as well as the specification of the contracts that ile proposed under the EMR. -â,

related question concerns the expected life of new wild fam.
b) How might the average performmce ofwind generation deverop over the next decade?

This is absoluteþ critical to ily âssesment of the amount of wind capacity that will be

required to meet the UK govemmentt targets for the sha¡e of electricity _ md, more
generally, energy - from renewable sources. The government has assumed. that the
average load factors for both onshore md ofshore wi¡d f¿rms will either remain stable

or increase in future, The prcspects wil be very di-fferent if these æsumptions ue not
borne oul

20. The fust question cu be addressed by considering the discouted sum of cumulative net
output from a new whd fum on the assmption that its perfommce matches the avemges
identifed in the ânatysis. This takes account ofboth perfom¿nce degradation over time plus
the mual cost of mai'taining the plmt which may be expressed æ a deduction from gross
production so æ to calculate t¡e contribution of expected output at age J to recovering the
original capital cost of building the plmt. These ûgues have to be discouted back to th€ date
ofcommissioning in order to æsess the net present value ofthe initiâl invest¡nent in the planL
The curves for constant and obsewed perfomance using a discount rate of9% (a t¡>ical cost of
capital for whd generation) tre shom ia Figure 5. The black line is based o¡ the firll set ofage
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effects while the red dæhed llne is based on the smoothed quadratic performmce cuwe a¡d
the blue dashed lhe shows what the pattern would be ifoperating performarce was not afected
by age. The calculation is extend.€d out to age 25 since DECC's stmdard compdsons æflme
tJìat wind turbines have a life of25 years.

Figure 5: Impact ofprformance degradøtíon on discounted cumulatíve output
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21' The key points in the figure are that B0% of the discounted cumulâtive output of a new wind.
plant is likely to be produced in the first l0 years ofits life md 90% in the first 14 years. This
is consistent with the structute ofDanish subsidies for onsho¡e wind farms which extend. over
a t'?ical period of 12.5 yea¡s. Since sites for wind fa¡ms ae sca¡ce md involve tlÌe payment of
signifcmt rents that may be linked to ouÞut, it is very unlikeþ that âny new installation of
wind hirbines will have m opected life of more than 15 yeæs. Instead as has happened in the
past, wind ope¡ators will have a strong incentive to decommission plants after no more tlan 15

years md replace tJre turbines with newer €quipment

22- As a consequence, any economic assessment ofwind generation should not be bæed on an
expected life which is longer than 15 yeils. In recent work reported in evidencè to the House
of commons select committee on Energy md climate chmge I assumed tlat wind plmts
would have a ¡esidual yalue equal to 20% oftheir initial cost in ¡eal terrns at the end of 15 yeare-

The analysis i¡ rhis paper suggests that this is too favourable m assmptiotr. civen the costs of
decommissioniDg old turbines the residual value is likeþ to be well below 10% of thei¡ initial
cost a¡d the decision point may be at l0 rather thân 15 y€ars.

23' The corollary ofthis obsewation is that it makes little sense to ofer long term contracts for 20

years or more that guarantee prices or feed-in tarifs (Firs) to wind operators. A contract length
of l0 to 12 yeæ would be suffcient to remove most ofthe market risk associat€d with invest-
ment in wind generation. In this respect the subsidy urangements implemented in Denmark
are better designed
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8 The i¡itial load facto$ üe calculated as the ¡om¿lised load facto! for u¡gDdish wiûd å¡ms at ¿ge 0 Eültiplied by
exp (a) where n¡ is the u¡it 6ed efed fo¡ iDstallatioû í,
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24. At the same time, the ofl:er of subsidies and/or guil¿nteed prices may have serious adverse

comequences for the efrciency of wind genention. Retuning to the unit füed efects meæut-

ing the performance ofwind plæts comisioned after 2005, only 28 out of 159 units hâYe m

operating performance that ercceeds the avenge for the period. Those 28 mits accout for 360

MW of capaciÇ whereas the remaining 13 I units accou¡t for 2,8 10 MW òf capacity Not only

are recent plants less efficient than the average for the whole period, but tÏe plants which are

below-average i.û efnciency üe typically larger than the more efrcient ones æd accormt for a

disproportionate shue ofthe recent ailditions to genemting caPæity-

25. In mid-2012 there was approximatel/ 4500 MW of onshore wind capacity operating il the

UK. By 2020 it is exPected that there will be at least 10,000 MW (based on proposed wird

farms with planni¡g consent) and perhaps æ nuch 15,000 MW of wild capacity in oPemtion'

The goverment is relying upon a substantial contribution from onshore wind fams towards

meeting its tùgets for renemble.energy in 2020. To proyide context, tìe gorerment's tdgets

for renemble energy in 2020 sPeciry a total of 234 TWh of energy fron all renewable sowces

of which 90-140 Twh is expectid to come from wind and biomass electricity generation.e

The proiections for biomâss electricity are exEemely wgue and have to be reconciled with

m assumed i¡crease of 3-4 times in the mount of biomass med sepæately for heat' So, in

concrete terms, it is reæomble to assme that wind generation will accout for at least 90 TWh

with 24-32 TWh from onshore genention md the remainder from ofsho¡e.

26. Ttre avenge load factor for omhore wind over the 10 yeæ period ftom April 2002 to March

2072 wæ 25.6Vo, which is hfluenced by the læge momts of new capacity added from 2005

onwads. Ifthis load factor were achieved in 2020, the total amount ofomho¡e wind caPacitf

required to meåt the onshore generation ta¡get would be 10.7 to 14'3 GW The average load

factor for ofshore wind installations (on m uchanged configuntion bæis) for the five yeu

period 2007-11 ms 32.07o.¡o If this load factor were achiewd in 2020, the total a¡nomt of

ofishore wind capacity requted to meet the remainder of the 90 TWh target would be 20.6

to 23.5 GW though these estimates would fall to 18.0 to 20.5 GW if the average load factor

mâtc¡edt¡e histotic average value óf 36.7% for Dmish ofshore wind itrtallations.

22. The question that ha¡ to be addressed is whethe¡ these load factors are comistent with (a) the

investment.progrmm€s tlât would be required to achieve the total mounts of generation

capacity implied by the government's tügets, and (b) the age proûles of the performance of

wind farms discussed in this paper. The short amwer is that this is simPly not possible if the

initial load factor for new wind fams continues to decli¡e at the rate observed the past deade.

So, even æ â starting point, it is necessary to assme that this underlying deteriorâtion in wind

farm perfomance ceases. This would be a major change in itself and it is not obvious what

factors might lead to such a result,

28. The results illustrâted below ae bæed on a vintage model of Petformmce that takes accout

of the actual expmsion of caPacity up to the end of 201 I plus whatever ilvestment in new or

replacement turbines is requted to achieve the ttrget levels ofwind capacity in 2020. To high-

light the full rmge of potential outcomes tlÌese tdgets a¡e either 10 GW or 15 GW of onshore

9 Deptuent of Etrergy úd Climate C¡æge - UK Renwøbleánag Road Map'Iúly 20ll,Eigùæ2.

10 The equiklot avenge load factor for orohore wind f¿ûs ws 26.4%.
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wi¡il md either 18 or 24 GW of ofshore wind. The levels of i¡vestment requiled to meet these

targets depend upon the expected life ofwind turbines, For onshore turbines, an expected life

of 10 yeâ¡s is consiste¡t with re-powering decisions over the ]ast decade, while an exPeded life

of 15 years seems to be the maximm consistent with th€ age-performance profile. For offshore

turbines, the malysis uses expected lives of 15 ald 20 years.

Figure 6A: Projectedloadføctorsfor IJKonshore wínd (total cqacity of 10 GW in 2020)
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Figure 6A shows prcjected values of the average nomalised load fâctoß for UK onshore wind

farms ir 2015 md 2020 using a ta¡get caPacity in 2020 equal to 10 GW plus the age-perfor-

mance profiles for the UK and Denmark (DK). Si¡ce vintage efects arc important in this

29.
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calculation, the profrle of new or replacement invesünent affects the results. I¡ this case the
level ofgross investment is assumed to be constmt from 2013 onwüds at eithe¡ 930 or 1,220

MW per yeu - the rmge is defined by the assumed life ofturbines. Achieving â target of 15

GW in 2020 (Figure.6B) would require ¿ level ofinvestment from 2013 onwilds ofeither 1,540

or 1'930 MW per yer. such figues ue 3-4 times the average level of investment over the
period 2005-1 1, so the lower target may provide a better indication ofwhat will happen.

30. All of the estimates ue calibrated to match the observed average load factor in 2002-11, so that

- they should be interpreted as relative rather than absolute values. using the age-performmce
proûle for UK onsho¡e wind installations the average normalised load factor is lilely to fall by
about 19% from 2007-1r to 2015 ud by 23-290,6 To 202o.If the age-performance cwes for
Danish onshore i¡stallations were to apply, the reduction in the average normalised load factor
would be considerably less but tlere would still be a fall ofup to 5% by 2020.

31. In the medium term, the fall is greater ifturbines ope¡ate for 15 yeus because the average âge

of all turb'i¡es will be higher ud thus the degradation in performance d.ue to age will have a

larger etrect.By 2020 this efect reduces the average normalised load factor from 20.3% for a l0
ye* life to 19.5% for a 15 yea life. There is a complex economic a¡d commercial t¡addof here.

To meet a tdget of 10 GW in 2020 it is necessâ¡y to increase the level ofi¡vestment in onsho¡e
capacity by 30% from 2013. Alrnost all of this will take the form ofre-powering existing v¡ind
farms.l¡ The costs ue fairþ high becaue this will usually involve new development consents,
decommissioning the original turbines and replacing them with a smaìler number ofluger md.
more powerfi:l turbiles.

32. Estimâtes of re-Powering costs are generally treated as being comercially sensitive but broad
project costs cited in specialist magazines suggest t¡at the unit costs ue likely to be at least

€1,000 perkw or more tlm É300 million per yeil in aggregate. on the other hmd, the inc¡ease

in the amomt of energy generated wor¡ld be about 1.2 TWh fo¡ a 10 year tübine life rather. 
thm a 15 year turbine life, though this does not allow for the loss ofproduction during re-pow-
ering. under the best circumstuces the payback period may be quite short, but the best option
from a broader economic md social perspective is not obvious.

33. 
-Even 

under the best scenilio 10 Gw of onshore wind capacity will only generate 17.8 TWh of
electricity in 2020, well below the lower end ofthe tüget range for onshore wiad generation
speciûed in DECC's road map. In fâct, allowing for interactions between the age-perfomance
profrle md iavestment the amount of onshore wind capacity requi¡ed n 2o2o ro generare 24
TWh would be a minimum of 13.4 GW At the top end of DECC's tilget ræge, the capacit¡
¡equked in 2020 10 genemte 32 TWh would be a minimm of 17.8 GW since these estimates

are based on a 10 year turbine life, the level ofinvestment required from 2013 onwards would
be 1,650 MW per yea¡ for t}re bottom of the range md 2,350 MW for the top end of the rmge.
In the last I yeils total investment in onsho¡e wind hæ only ever exceeded 600 Mw in one
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year (883 MW in 2008), so it seems rather unlikeþ that even the lower end of DECCt rmge for
onshore wind genemtion will actually be.real.ised"

34. ofcourse, this assessment would be.diferent ifuK onshore wind operators were able to match

the Dmish age-perfomæce cune, There üe mæy factors which diferentiate the UK md
Dmish wind industries. The average scale of wind fa¡ms il tJre UK is large¡ they ue more
remote ud tlere appeas to be signifcmdy greater variation between opemting a¡d potential
new sites in achieved perfommce. It would, therefore, requite a very optimistic obseiler to
conclude that the difference h age-perfommce curves between the two countries will disap-
peü i¡ the short or medium te¡m.

Fígure 7: Projected load factors Jor (JK ofshore wind in 2020

I I

lSGW-life lSyrs lSGW-tife20yrs 24GW-tife t5y.s 24cW-tife20yF
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Note: Bðed on D@ish age-performæce cwes. Souce: Aut¡o!'s estisates.

35. Figure 7 shows the results from curying out a similar exercise fo¡ ofshore wi¡d fums in the
UK. The only evidence on the age-performance curves for offshore installâtions is based upon
the Dmish experience, so these have been used to construct the projections. Further, the profile
ofinvestment æsumes a progressive increase in additions to câpacity from 2013 to 2016 md
then a stable level ofinvestment from 2017 to 2020. The DECC road map involves a very luge
comitrnent to ofshore wind investment - il the læge 2.5-3.5 Gw of new capacity annually
from 2016 onwards. As a consequence, the average age ofofshore capacity in 2020 will be quite

low a¡d tle fulleft'ects of the age-performmce curyesv¡ill onlybe feltduringthe decade follow-
ing 2020' Even so, the average normalised load factor i¡ 2020 will be ¿bout 15% lower than for
2Q17-ll,whleby 2025 it will be abour 30% belowthe base level.

36. on these projections 23.2 GW ofofshore capacirr is tl,e minimum necessily to genente 58

Twh of electricitr from ofshore wi¡d in 2020. This requirement will hcreâse to 29.g GW by
2025 simply to ofset the enect oftle ageing ofonshore generation capacity on total output.

37' combining the estimates for onshore æd ofshore wind generation the total mount of wind
capacitr requaed in 2020 to produce 90.TWh ofelectricity from wind will be in the nage 39

34

30

x

¡26
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20

11 Re-Powering is usually defned as the full replacement ofexisti¡g torbines, whereas ¡e&oñtti¡g covels the replace-
me¡t ofvûiqus mechanical or elecrical compoñents. In the data ealysis, re-porc¡iûg involves th€ c¡eatioÃ ofa
new unit, whe¡eð reúofinitrg af'ects the perfomdce of a continuing unit, Hetrce, the potential be¡e6ts of ¡etrofit-
ting üe takÊn iato account itr coDstrucling the age-pefommce æwes.
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to 41 GW once allomce is made for tÏe obsened age-perfommce cuwes for both onshore

and ofshore installations. These estimates are roughly a third higher tban oñcial predictions of

28-31 GW ofwind capacity in 2020.

38. ïbning the figures fomd gives a slightly <lifferent pictwe of the reality of the government's

süategy on renewable electricity generation. Â total of30 GW ofwind capacity in 2020 (12

GW onshore, 18 GW ofshore) will generate about 64 TWh ofelectricity in a normal yeæ'

si¡ce electricity genention from wind md biomass are expected to accout for 50% of renew-

able energy in 2020, the consequence is that biomass is e4)ected to account for 53 TWh' In

201 I landfrll gas and sewage sludge digestion accounted for 44% of ebctnclty from bioenergy

(DUKES Tables 6.4). There æ limited opportunities to expand prcduction from these sources,

so a continuation ofhistoric rates of growth would meæ that renewable generation from other

sources ofbioenergywould haye to increase from 7.2 TWh in 201I to 46 TWh in 2020. There

ãe severe constnints on increasing the amounts of electricitf genented from mi¡lal biomass'

biodegradable muicipal solid wæte and æaerobic digestion" so it would be optimistic to

æsme that these will contribute more thm 6-8 TWh ir 2020 (up ftom 2.6 TWh in 2011)'

39. In pnctice, ifthe prciections for renemble ene;gf æe to be believed' they rest upon m æsump-

tion that tlere will be a luge increæe in the mout of electricity that is generat€d from plæt

biomæs - either on its own o¡ through co-ûring with coal. This increase will involve increas-

ing the afnomt of electricit¡genemted in tlese mys from 4.6 TWh in 2011 to 38-40 Twh i¡
2020. Since the amormts ofstraw md uK-gÌom timber available for this purpose a¡e sûicdy

limited, this will come down to the mount of wood chips that cm be imported æd the cost of

doing this.

40. The historic average load factor for biomass plants is just over 60%, so about 7,500 MW of

biomass capacitywill be required to supply40 TWh ofelectricity. The weightofwood chips per

MWh ofelectricity depends upon moisture conten! stor¿ge, boiler design and other factors but

m indicative mge is 0.85 to 1.15 toimes per MWh ofwood chips with a moisture content of

30%. According to DECC md Forestry Commission estimates, the UK imPorted 26.5 million

tonnes of stem coal and 2.6 million tonnes of otÏer wood products (indudiag wood chlps)

in 2011, It seems that the ¡et etrect of the govemment's str¿tegywill be to replace 15 million

tonnes of coal imported in 2011by 32 to 44 million tomes of imported wood chips. This is a

somewhat stralge way ofincreasing energy security.

C;oncluslon

4L. Wind power is a highìy capital-irtensive technologr for generâting electficity. Its merits rely

entùely upon a substitution of capital for fuel i¡puts. The same is true for hydm or tidal or mve

power. ln compüison with hydro power, wind is a low quality resource beause of its variabilrty

md because it cmot be stored. So, tÏe economic ese for wind power musi rest on obtainbg

the most out ofthe wind that is available.

42. While the decline in the achieved performuce of omhore wind turbines in Denmuk is

much less thm that for the uK or ofshore, nonetheless the decliff in exPecte¿l outPut under

stmcladised wind conditions over 10 yeas is 10% uweighted md 1370 capacity weighted'

These declines accelente after age I0 so that the ¡eductions in performmce æe LTryo and20%
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respectiveìy after 15 yeæ. For UK onshore wind fms the reduction in perfoma¡rce due to

age is much worså at 27% mweighted md 69% capacity weighted by age 10'

43. Evidence on tlle perfomance of Duidh ofshore installations is both festricted and so poor

that there may be concern that the ¡esuIs are afected by a small nmber of oudiers. Still, the

sanple contains a reasonable number of sites with at least 5 years of operating experience ald

the decline in performance by age 5 is 38% unweighted and 26% câpacity weighted-

44. In addition to these results there is strong evidence thät the average nomalised load factor for

new onshore wi¡d i¡stallations in the uK hæ fallen signiicantly over the period from 2000 to

2011. This is consistent wit¡ a pattem in which the most favourabie sites are developed first.

Equally, it could mem that wind deveþers have been unâble to lcep up with the nte of new

investment while mâintaini¡g the quality of development and oPelations. For exmple, the site

design or selection of turbine chæaeristia may make les efective use of the av¿ilable wind

resources for the sites available than wæ tìe case in the Past'

45. Whatever the reasons, the deterioration in initial perfommce mems thât the expected returÃs

from dre expansion in wind capacity, both for investors md in tenns of the reduction in CO¿

emissions, have been falling without a con¿omitânt decrease in the primæ ¿nd social costs

that are borne by customers and the general public. Clearly this is unsatisfâctory at best and it

suggests that the beneûts claimed for curent policies ca¡not be taken at face miua
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Appendix Data and Methods

A.
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Dota forthe Unlted Kngdom

The mw data used for this study ms extracted by the Renemble Energy Foundation from the
Renembles md CHP Register database compiled by Ofgem.l, This infomation is med in the
administration of the maket in Renemble Obligation Certificates (ROC$. The Renewables

obligatÍon is the primry mechanism by which luge scale generators of renewable electric-
itf receive subsidies, so die operators ofwind farm have a very strong incentiye to submit
complete ând up-to-date information to the database. The data extracted covered all onshore
wind generators with at least 0.5 Mw ofgenerating capiacity which are eligible for Rocs for the
l0 year period Aprl 2002 to March 2012. The keylariables are the monthìy ouÞut of€lectdc-
ity (used for the purpose ofallocating ROCs) aad nominal generating capacity, There æ 2g2

reporti¡tg uits in the fnal dataset. A reporting unit may correspond to a¡ entûe wi¡d fa¡m or
to separate phases ofdevelopment; Complications aise when an existing wind fam is re-pow-
ered, i.e. when old wind tubines are replaced by newer and usually more powerfi:l turbines.

The database reports this as a chmge in the genelating capacitF ofthe recording unit, but in
this malysis repowering is treated as-the termination of the old recording uit and the creation
ofa new recording unit.

A considerable mount of data checking md cleming m required before the data could
be malysed- Tte first step wäs to add the age of each reporting mit. This ms calcrdated by
¡eference to the month in which the tu¡bines were comissioneù Fo¡ wind. fa¡ms in opention
in o¡ before fune 2002 the commissioning date ms obtâined from wious online sources -
notably the thewindpower.net database of uK wind far¡nst3 which was cross-checked againsi
the informtion provided on the websites of wind operato¡s æd other sources. For record.ing

units whose first data relates to dates after lune zo0z, the commissioning date m initia.lly
asumed to be the rnonth for which data is first reporte¿ cross-checls were carried but for
all recording units which commenced. reporting in the period July 2002 to December 2003. In
more than 80% of cases the externally-reported comissioning date is within one month of the
fi.rst month for which data is reported" The exceptions - Bu Farm md Mablethorpe -. appea¡ to
be due to delays by small ope¡atoß in reporting data to Ofgem.

In a nmber of cases it is clea f¡om tlie dâta that plmts were not in fül opention at the
time when data was first reported to the databæe. There ile two indicators ofpartial or delayed

comissioning:

. For an initial series ofmonths the calculated load factor is rery loü¡ - usuallybelow 5% -
md then itcreases abruptly In such cases, the data for the eulymonths is dropped and the
comnissioning date is ûeated âs the month immed.iately preceding tle ûrst month with a

'normal load factor.r{

12 https://wre¡mblesædchp.ofgem.govuV
13 See:hfrp://M.thewhdpowerlet/windfarmsJist_en.php.
14 The borth id whicå a plet is reported as havûg beo comissioûed is trot iûcluded itr the dal)6is.
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. The reported generating capacity foÌ the recording unit increæes after a period ofmonths
or even years after the commencement of data teportiûg. All such cæes were checked

âgainst external sources. ln some cases the increase in generating capaciq¡ represeDted

éither a repowering or a majo¡ extension ofthe plmt, in which case â ntr recording unit
m created. In other cæes, primuily when the increæe in generating capacity m les thal
25%o of the original generating capacity, the data appears to reflect delays i¡ comissionitrg
individual turbhes, so that the comissioning date was not mended and load facto¡s were

calculated by refererice to the reported cap¿city in each period, Finally, in a few cases tle
chmges were patently due to dtæges in reporting practices such as rounding total gener-

ating capacitf from 9.95 MW to 10 MW: These records we¡e conected to record generating

capacity consistently over time.rs

For a sma.ll number ofreco¡di¡g units the rcported generating capacityis reduced afte¡ commis-

sioning, either pemalentþ or for a number bf months or years. This cm lead to anomalies in
which the calculated load faaor exceeds 100%. In all cases, reductions in generating capacity

have been ovenidden unless there is external evidence that some ofthe tu¡bines at the repon-
ing unit have been decommissioneal In other ci¡cumstances, a reduction in rated capacity is a

syrnptom ofperfomance degradation æd has to be treated as such.

Fígure 8: Boxplo* ofloadfactors by agefor UK onshore windJørms

*
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The generai principle tlat was applied in making adjustments to the raw data - other than the
'conection ofobvious repoding discrepancies - was that my chaages should have the effect of
either (a) reducilg tle estimated âge ofthe pl¿nts concemed or (b) reducing â¡y estimates of
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15 In statistial lems, it does ¡ot matter whic¡r vålùe fo¡ gÐeeti¡g capacity is used, becâuse this is øpued þ the
uit ûæd efects h the ûodel thet sde estiDate¿ Id p¡actiæ, t¡e geneEting øpacity repolted for the maiority of
reco¡ds ws used fo¡ all Ìeco¡ds in scl ases.
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the decline in the plÐtt load factor æ it ages. A's an exmple, comider a plant whose rePorted

capacityms increased from 9.9 MW to i0 MW at age 3. If this wæ simply a chmge in report-

ing practice,.this would reduce the estimated load factor from age 3 onwæds. By increasi¡g

the initial capacity from 9.9 MW to 10 MW - or by reducing the capacity from 10 MW to 9.9

MW from age 3 onwads - this bias is remove¿ It is not imPortant which adjustment is made

because the diference between the alternative assumptions is captured by the unit ûxed efect.

The numbe¡s of sepdate sites md of obsereations per site meaD that it is not possible to

provid€ a simple visual represeirtation of the data. Figure I provides a sumary by illustrating

the distributions ofload factors by the age ofthe wind farm pooled across all yeas. The rmges

of the load factors for each age æe wide while the medims show no cler trend by age. Thus, a

naive malysis might conclude that there is nothing to investigate. However, as will be explained

below, the djstributions mask crucial diferenæs between the perfomæce of wind fums as

they age because they do not control for the diferences in location md wind availability over

time.

Data fo? Denmark

The d¿ta for Dæish wind fms used in this study comes from a database compiled by the

Danish Energy Agenry cowring the chdacteristics md performæce of all wind turbines from

2OO2 up to the end of August 2012.16 The bæic recording mit for the register is the i¡dividual

wind tübine, but where a nmber of turbÍnes are connected to a single meter aD identical

averâge ôuÞut per turbi¡e is recorded for all turbines in the group. the presence ofwhat ue, in

efect, repeated obsemtions increæes the noise in the data I¡ addition, the model that is ued

for the æalysis assmes that site, oPerator and tubine chaiacteristics de common for all of the

units th¿t make up a single wind farm. To address this Point, separate wind farms have been

identifred by grouping all.turbi¡es which have idmtical values for: tu¡bi¡e mmufacturer md

type,local authority, date of commissionhg md date of decommissioning (where applicable)'

The register contâins information on 7,569 turbifts comissioned from 1977 onwards. This

includes a luge nmber of small turbines which would not fall within the scope of the ROC

scheme in the UK. Hence, for comparability with the UK data all tubines comissioned

prior to 1992 were dropped as well a.s ali wind farms with a geneBting capacity ofless than I
MWi The resulting sanple covered 823 onshore wind fatms md 30 ofshore wind fa¡ms with

montlly load factors for ruious periods from ]anuary 2002 to August 2012. Given the cut-of

for wind farms commissioned priot to 1992 the maximm age for m onshore wind farm was 20

years and the maximun age for an offshore wind fam was 17 yeus.

The total capacity of the onshore wind farrns recorded in the Dmish databæe m 2757 MW:

The avemge slze of an o¡¡shore wind fa¡m in Denma¡k is small - only 3.3 MW as compued

with 16.f MW for the UK - because 84% of the smple consists of installations with between

1 md 4 turbines. The lægest onshore inst¿.llation hæ 39 turbines with a caPâcity of 23'4lv{'t'I

while the onshore ilsta.llation with the greatest capacity hæ 19 tffbines with a caPacity of58.4

MW. Overail, the sample of Danish onshore wi¡d fa¡ms is older and smaller thm the sample

ofUI{ onshore wind farms, reflecting the much longer history ofwind generation in Denmarlc

http//w.eñ.dldEN-US/INFO/FACISANDFIGURES/ENERGY-STAIISTICS-AND-INDICÂTORS/
oVERVIËWOF'THEENËRGYSECIOtuRIGISTEROFWINDTURBINES/Sider/Forside.ðpr
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The lager scale of UK wind farms may accout for some of the djferences in Performarce

curues for the two counüies.

The smple of cifshore wind fa¡m in Denmük is quite smâll with 30 instãllâtioß in

tot¿ Still, it is 6eñd to æalyse the performmce of these installâtions since there is very little

comprable data for the UK The sample covers 394 tubiles with u average ofiust over 13

turbines per i¡stâllation md an avemge capacity of 28-8 MW- The largest installation, which

wæ comnissioned in 2003, has 72 tu¡bines with a total caPacity of 165'6 MW: Again, ofshore

imtallations a¡e smaller and older in Denmak than is the current pattern itì the UK. The frrst

two wind farms in the sample were commissioned in the yea¡s 1995 a¡d 2000 but the sanple

i¡creases signiâcantly from 2002 onwa¡ds. To avoid reliæce upon a smple of 1 or 2 wind

fams to dètermine specific coeftcients for ages > 10 years, all observ"ations wit}t an age greater

thm 10 we¡e omitted from the analysis.¡7

A somewhat diferent problem with the offshore wind fam data a¡ose because the coefñ-

cients estimâted using câpacity weights (see below) were heavily influenced by the largest wind

fa¡m. This has hadm extremelyeraticprofile ofperfomæce overtimewith averylowaverage

load factor. Tbe treatment ofthis wind fam is discused in more detail in Section F below

SÞecrfiGo/¿ton ønd es¿t¡nøÍ,¡on methods

As Figure I ilhrsttates, it is necessary to go beyond simple sunmafy statistics in ordel to assess

whether there is æy systematic relationship between age md the average performmce of wind

farms. The performmce of wind fms ra¡ies over botl time and space some months and yeæs

have more or less wind than the long term average, while speciûc chæcteristie of wind fms

- including location, type ofturbine and opemting regime - will influence the performance of

each plant uder idmticâl wind conditions.

The combination of (a) site-specific chilacteristics which are constmt over time, md (b)

period-specific d¡aracteristics whidr are constant across wi¡d far¡ns cm be represbnted by

what statisticim call aD e¡rct components modei with fxed efects for each wind farm md

each time period- The dependentwiable in the model consists of a sequetrce of load factors -
denoted by lf, for unit i in month t - for each wind fam (the pæel mit) over time. The load

factors æe calcul¿ted by dividing the tot¿l output in MWh by (24 x nmber of days i¡ moqth x

reported genenting capacity in MW) and ue multiplied by 100 to convert to Peræntâges.

The additive yersion ofthe error components model may be written as;

tÍil= Í(At)+u¡+uî+eu (1)

in which Lr denotes the age of Plârit i in period t a¡d /0 is some function that is either a

representation of or m approximation to the normalised age-Performmce relationship' The

multiplicative version is simila¡ scept that ,/¡r is replaced by ln(¡r¡I where lno denotes the

natural loguithm. The a¡ terms are wind farm or unit fured efects which capture factors such

as location, type of turbine, opemting regimes, etc. The û' tems ae period fxed efects which

capture the hfluence ofwind conditions over the UK of Denmuk as a whole as well as seasonal

maintenance md demmd. Witloutloss of generalityitmaybe æsumed thatthe ûxedefects ue

Fo¡ the avoidmce ofdoubt, this meÐs that Ão atteúPt w6 Dade to estjeate the ef:ed ofâge on the performææ of

ofsbore witrd f@s beyotrd age 10, while the data for the oldest wind f¿ñs 6 included iû the ealysi¡ up to ed
i¡düdhg age 10.

!7

t6
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normalised so that ) a¡ = ) u, = Q, !.s. all of the error components have a zero meæ, while the

mean of the rmdori error ís zero by deûnition. The sû te¡ms ue rmdom enors which captue
ra¡dom vâriations in wind conditions that ile not specific to the site, turbine breakdowns, md
ot¡er factÕrs that de unco¡related with either the site or the time period. It is æsumed that the

mea¡ of the mdom error is zero, wh.ile additional æsmpti.ons depend upon the method of
estimation tìât is adopted.

Ihe model specifed in equation (1) can be estimated in ar¡arietyofways.'8,4, crucial isue is

whethertlea,are ormaybe significantlycor¡elatedwiththe agetems or myother independent

regresors. If it is assmed that there is to such conelation, the model is usually refened to as

a random efects model In that cæe, the equation can be estimated by a wiant of least squæes

(IS), generalised leâst squâres (GLS), generalised methods of moments (GMM) or muimm
likelihood (ML) - ail of which should be yield pmeter estimates that will converge in prob-

ability to the troe pa¡ameter values as the sample size increases. An altemative, but less restric-

tive, specification is knom as the fixed effects model in which no æumption is made about

the correlation between the unit ûxed effects md other regressors. The limitation ofthe fxed
efects model is that it cannot be ued to estimate pa¡aneters for regressors that vary across

pa.nel uits but de constmt orer time for a pmel unit (time-inwimt regresson) - e.g. the

yea¡ in which a wind fam m comissioned, its location or its mted generating capacity. The

inlluence of such vriables is eptured by the uit 6xed efeds.

ln order to avoid the risk ofobtaining biased estimates ofthe age efects, the resultsreported

in this note a¡ebased upon estimates usingthe ûxed efects model. The influence oftine-inva¡-
imt reg¡essors is exmined i¡ a second stage by regressing the estimates of the unit fixed efects

on these wiables. The simplest method of estimating tIe 6xed effects model is known as the
'withi¡f estim¿to¡ i¡ which the mean value for each unit is subtBcted from all obsenations for
that unit. For mple, if /(á) is a general poþomial of order M in A, equation (l) becomes:

th-Tñ= i,.n[^r-*.þul**u, (?)ñ=t [ ¡¡¡=t ]

so that the model can be estimated by least squue with the incluion of dumy variables for
each þeriod t The wiance-cowimce matrix of the coeficients hâve been estimâted by using
(a) a robust sandwich estimator âdiusted for clustering þ pmel unit, md (b) a bootstrap esti-

mator wit¡ 400 repetitions. The estimtes of the stmdæd erors will be consistent even if the

random enor component is serially correlated within panel units a¡d/or has diferent vüimces
across pan€l units.l9 Since the number of panel mits md tle avenge number of time periods

per panel units are both large (other than for Dmish ofshore wind farms), the least squde esti-

mates of the paraneters will be mbiased uder these assumptions.

The bootstrap method is expensive to cafry out but it provides a useful cross-check on

the stmda¡d enors generated.by othe¡ methods. Unfortunately, the bootstmp method of

18 See Chapter 21 of ,{.C. Cæeþr & P.K, T¡ivedi - Mítowo;netr¡6: Method, and. Applícøtíoro (Cmbridge:
C@b¡idge Uûivæity P¡ess, 2005) for a st¡¡ddd textbook teâtEot of estimatioD Eethods for poel data oodels.

19 The estietion re @ied oùt usitrg the xtleg procedure itr Shta Version 12. The Eethods of conshcti¡g the
sddwich bd bootstap esinates of the wiece-cowiuce EatÌi{ de desc¡jbed itr Châpters E & 13 of A.C,
Cuero¡ &P.K. Trivedi'M¡Øecotometrics usirgstata (P€vised Editio¡, College Station, Texð; Stata p¡ess,2010)
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Ìesampling p¿nel units with rcplacement can lead to degeneracy in the eslimation for some of
the bootstmp smples. When the proportion of degenerate smples is signiûcant, the statisti-

cal properties ofthe bootstmp.standard errors are not clea¡. This wæ a particulæ problem for

the smple of Dmish offsho¡e installatiom æd the robut stmdard enors ae reported i¡ this

case. In pnctice, the ¡obust æd bootstrap stmdad enors ae very similar, so that the method

of estimating t¡e sta¡da¡d erro¡b does not alter any gener¿l conclusions about changes in the

performmce of wind farms as.theyage.

If stmdæd methods of estimation are apþlied to the dâta for the UK æd Demal<, the

results will gene¡ate perfomaace cuwes that reflect the performmce of the typical wi¡d fa¡m.

Since the distributioa ofwind farms by apacity is heavily skewed the typical wind f¿rm h¿s

a much smaller capacitythan the average ofall wind fums. Ifthere is anykind ofrelationship

between scale and perfomaace, the performance cwes may not provide â good guide to the

aggregate performance of all wind fams. Hence, as an ¿ltemative the models have also been

estimated using weights for each wind farm that ae proportionai to tle capacity of the wind

farm normalised !o that the sm ofthe weights is equal to the to number of<ibsery¿tions. Ihese

a¡e refened. to æ capacity-weighted estimates uid the performance trrves derived from the

estimates reflect the perfonnance of the tl?ical MW of winð capæ1|y.

Pertod ftxed effects ys noãndrrsot on by wlnd sÞeeds

In its quarterþ publicalíon Energy Tmds the UK Department of Energy and Climate ChÐge
publishes a monthly index ofaverage wind speeds bæed upon data collected at 14 sites spread

over the UK. The descriptive material that accompânies the table (including an article published

in the September 2008 issue of-ðn¿fg/ ?ends) does not provide details ofhow the data for the

sepãate sites is combined but it seems reasonable to infer that tlte index is simply an average of
the wild speeds for each site.

An obvious question is whether this wind index ofers a satisfactory or, perhaps, better way

of normalising for wind availability than the inclusion of period fixed efects ur as speciûed

in equation (l) above. Though it may be surprising to some, there are strong mathematigil

reæons for prefening the period fixed efects. The reason is bæed on the fact that the relation-

ship between wind speed md electricity oútput for a wind turbines is highly non-linear. The

direct relationship between wind speed md energy follows a cube power law. In addition, wind
tu¡bines have cut-in speeds æd are designed so that they \Mill not produce more tha¡ tleir
mted capacitf even ifwiad speed inceases above the level at which capacitf output is achieve¿

Finally, for safety reasons tu¡bines have a cut-out wind speed so that output is zero above that

level though this does not have much efect on the ma.ly-sis that follows.

Hence, tÏe amou¡t of electäcity EJ,¡ generated per MW of c¿pacity in monitoring loation j
in period f of month r?r with a steâdy wind speed of I4.¡ may be w¡itten as:

E¡.¡= o(W1.ò (3)

where qQ is a non-lineæ (roughly S-shaped) function. Wind speeds vary almost coûtinuously

but it is fairly sta¡dard to use an averaging period of5 mi¡utes so that f refers to time measu¡ed

in 5 mirute interr¿h. fte total output for month z will be:

T
E1^=2q0u¡Ð*rq@tà (4)
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where -ll.1. is the *enge wind speed at location j for month n. The inequalit¡ states thât we

cænot reþ on being able to calcr:Iate total electricity ouÞut duing the month as a fuDction

q0 of avenge wind speed- Cleuly the inequality remains if 
_}l/f 

is replaced by the wind index'

w:=j\ry*
Now, comider the uobserued profile of wind speeds ø¡', over periods f = 1 - - .T at unit í for

mondr z. The monthly equivâlent wind sPeed Ïh is deñned by:

ra(4^)=1,çW,*¡ (5)

This is the wind speed which, ifmaintained steadily at unit i throughout month m, would have

genented the same level ofouçut æ generated by the actual prcfrle ofwind speeds. Averaging

the equivalent wird speeals over all uits gives ¡7, = I þW;.^aW;^ = Û' + ,,' l¡ which the

@?, are d*iations from avenge equivalent wind speed for mit i and month m. By construction

the montlly averages ofthese deviations are all zem. Using a stmdard first order expansion' the

electricity output per lvfw fot unit ¡ in month m may be expressed as:

E¡, = Tq(Ù^ + at^) -- 'Ía(ilà + r@hq' QTà (6)

where ø'0 is the ûrst d€ri%tive of the output function with resPect to wintl speed at the average

equivalent wind speed.

The point ofthis derimtion is that the first tem in equation (6) is a period fxed effect which

is comon to all mits in month z, while the second term is a rodom error that is specilc

to the unit and month. It folloffi thât the specifrcation in equation (1) may b€ i¡terpreted as a

genemlisation of (6). A corollary is that ¿ statistical model in which the period fixed effects ue

replaced by a ftnction ofthe wind index - denoted by ó(ffi - will onty perfom as well as (l)

'f 
ô(ilþ =,q|\lt^¡¡o, all u, whidr requires that the wind index b a perfect meæure of equiva-

lent wind speed for all wi¡d fms in the UK. In practice, this is impossible with a fixed index

because the population of wi¡d fa¡ms chmges oyer time.

The relevmce of this exetcbe is ttrat it establishes as ¿ matter of principle, not iust empir-

iæl obsermtion, that the specification in terms of period ûxed effecs is a more eñcient wy
of normalising performmce for ruiations in v¡ind amilabil¡ty over tíme than using my wind

index ofthe ki¡d constructed from (weighted) averages ofwind speeds at a ûxed set ofloca-

tions. If the output fmction was lineú in W, thel it might be possible to construct a wind

index that would provide a close approximation to the arerage equivalent wind speed, but that

is certainly not the case with the data malysed for this study. However, il the general cæe it is

simple to show that estinating a model with some function of the wind index may yield biased

estimates ofthe coefrcients ifthe period fixed efects are not i¡cluded as well.æ

WiDd opeBtors teDd to tleat detailed dah on output @d local wiûd co¡ditioN as bei¡g comercially coofideltial.

It woüld be ùstructive to exteûd the aDalysis !! thiJ study by usi¡g @iûiûg daily outPut as a fri¡dion of aga local

wind speeds ud othawiables if such datâ were aølable
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Estlmo/tton rcsutts for the U K

Aternâtive specif€tions for the period ellects u, have been exmi¡ed' The most general spec-

ification ii to estimâte 120 sePæte coeffcients, one fo¡ eadr month ia the 10 year periocl A

morc restrictive speciûcation is to Nurne that if period f conesponds to yeu s ud month r¿,

then u¡ = ó, + d. so that the period efect is a comPosite of a year efiect and a month efect.

Since weather pattems are clearly seasonal, the NumPtion of a monthly fixed effect seems

reasonable. T'he addition ofan mnual ûxed efect is less obvious but there are deæ di.ferences

over a m of years in average wind speeds a¡d the inclusio¡ of m mual fxed effect el.iminates

potential correlations between age md yeu. The results ae very similar for tle two sPecifica-

tions, so the tables report the more geneml variant with a full set ofperiod effects.

For each ofthe main models which have been estimated a comPa¡ison hæ been c¿rried out

between three alternative speciûcations ofwind amilability: (a) a ñrll set ofperiod fxed efects,

(b) the log ofaverage wind speed, a¡d (c) the combination ofperiod fxed efects and the log of

average wind speed- The results âft quite consistent ed correspond to the imPlietions ofthe

malysis in the previous section They æe:

. The between-units values of R-squæe, which is the key meæue of goodness of ût for the

model" a¡e substætially higher for the specification with period fxed effects thm for the

one with the wi¡d¡r¿¡iable.

. The between-mits values of R-squre Ðd qstimates of the coeficients on age md other

independent regressors üe identicâl for the specifications with fi:ll period effects with or

without the wind vatiable. I¡ effect, the only consequence ofadding the wind vriable is to

redistribute the orplanatory power of the equâtion between the period úxed effects ând the

wi¡d va¡iable.

It follows that the wind wiable is ¡edudæt when the pèriod 6xed effects are included in

the model, but it perfoms much less well than the period ûxed effects when a comPa¡ison is

made between the altünative sPecifications with each va¡iable or set of wiables included on

thei¡ own. Since this outcome conforms with what wor¡ld have been expected" tle results ue

not reported in d.etail md the wind wiable is not exmined in tle discussion of the estimation

results.

Detailed results de reported for two versions ofthe age-perfomânce relationship /(,{). The

first is a quadratic apProxim^tron-lØ) = fo+ frl + pz.l2 - while the second includes a fr.rll set

of age efects -.f(,4) = ) l,Þ" where Dr = 1 ifá=s and D" = 0 othemise. The quadntic speciûca-

tioo * .hor.rl ., a såooth approúmation to tle trud age-perfomance relationship because

statistical tests showed that higher order polynomials added little to the explæatory power of

the estimated equations while the coeftcient on the quadratic term was signiûcantly diferent

from zero with p < 0.01 in aknost âll of the models exami¡e¿ The constant in the quadratic

approximation gives the nomalised ioad factor for age = 0.

The ¡eason for esti¡oating the specificatiou with a fr¡ll set ofage efects is that this does not

force yea-to-year changes in performce to follow some smooth pattern- For eïample, there

arc strotg ø prtori reæons to e;pect thât the average load factor in the ûrst year of oPeration

(age = 0) will be compromised by the tûne rcquired to establish a satisfactory operatilg Ìegime

ând to sort out any initial mechmical problems' Hence, it should be expected t}rat the second
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yeu ofoperation will be the yeu in which the design performmce ofa wind falm is achieved

As a consequence age = 1 is used as the bæel.i¡e category in presenting the results estimated

with a firll set of age effects ¿s this means that the coefrcients câpture either out-perfomalce
(positive values) ot the shortfall in performa¡ce (negative values) relative to expected design
perfomæce,

The additive model cm yield extreme or infeasible proJections such as negative load factors

if it is exhapolat€d too far, whereas the projections from the multiplicative model must be

greater than zero. Hence, unless stated otherwise the results of estimating the multiplicative
(logJbear) model provide the basis for the æalysis in the remainder of the paper. There is no

straightfomæd way oftesting stâtistically whethe¡ a linea¡ or log-lineu specification ûts the

data better as they do not provide nested hypotheses md the diferent transformations mean

that the wimces of the enors ca¡not be compüed so that their Rr a¡d other summary st¿tis-

tics do not measure the same thing.

The risults ofestimating the alternative specilcations with a fulÌ set ofperiod elfects ue
shom in Table 2 (page 41). The period efects have been normalised by adopting Àugust
2007 as the default period, i.e. with u, = 0. Ttis normalisation re selected in order to ensure

that X ur È 0. As a consequence the constmt tenns in the equatiom ue equal to the mems of
the load factors after nomalising for unit characteristics and age. These means are 24.0% for
the multiplietive specification witl quadråtic age efects and 24.3% for the fi:ll set ofage efects.

With averylage numberof degrees offreedom mycoefrcientwith at-ratio whose absolute

val.ue is greater than 2.58 is signiûcmtly diferent f¡o¡n zero at the l% level or better. Both ofthe
coeficients in dre quadratic specification md all of the age efects for age > I meet this crite-
rion' so th¿t there ca¡ be no doubt that there is ¿ statistically signiûcmt deterioration itr plmt
performance æ wind farms get older. Both varimts of the reìatioDship between load factor md
age perform relatively well in capturing within-unit r¡ari¿nce in load factors, but the variance
between units (measured by the standdd deviation ofu) due to site and other characteristics is

as luge as the variance ofthe pure error term (meæured by the standud deviation ofe¡).
Figues 9A md 98 illutrates tre results of using the estimated coefrcients for the additive

and mr:ltiplicative models to genemte the age-performæce cuwes standardised for wind
conditions aid site char¿cteristia. The error bars illustrate the 95% confidence intervals for
the models with a Íhll set ofag€ efects. The quad¡atic representation ofthe age-performmce

cwes yields a close approximâtion to tìe more detailed specifietion with individual age

efects. Comparhg the additive and multiplicative (log-linear) versions of the age-perfommce
curves, the latter has nmower confidence intenals for ages of 10 years or gre¿ter which is a
further reason for preferring this speciûcation.

lhe no¡malised age-performmce cwes in Figures 9A and 9B were estimated by givilg
m equal weight in the estimâtion to eâch wind fa¡m irrespective of the mount of instâlled
capaciry These resldts tre representative ofthe typical wind farm. Howeveq to obtain results

that are representative oftle average MW ofwind generating capacity it is necessarr to estimate
the nodel using a weight for each wind farm that is proportional to the installed generating

capacity of the plmt - refered to here as capacityweights. Figure 10 compares the nomalised
age-perfommce cuwes (including the 95% confidence intervals) for the multiplícative specifi-
cation with ftll age efects estimated using equal and capacity weights.
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Figurc 9A: Addítíye age-perþmance curves for IJK onshore í)ind farfis
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Figure 98: Multíplicative age-performance cunes for IJK onshore wind føms
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Figure 11A: Residuak by age for performûnce curves uing eqaal weights
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FWre 10: IJK onshore age-perfoffiance cur',,es using equal and caPacíty weighß
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Souce: Autho¡'s esti¡aates.

The decllne in perfommce with age is cosidenbly gleater when caPacity weights de used.

This implies thattheperformance oflargewi¡dfæms declines nore rapidlythar thatof smaller

ones. From age 3 onwuds the confidence interr¿ls for the two age-performmce curyes do not

overlap, so thât it is unlikely that the diference between the two cwes arises mereþ by drance.

The normalised ioad factor per MW ofcapacity falls to aboatT%o 
^la$e 

10 md 3.5% at age 15'

With such low levels of performaace it seems very unlikely that large wind fæms will continue

in operation beyond 10 yea¡s ofâge, with a strong likelihood.ofre-powering at that Point. The

consequence is that large scale reliance upon wind power seems likely to involve'a regular - and

costly - commitment to upgrading major components of the wind tubines.

As a cross-check on the estimated models, Figures 1 1A æd 1 18 show box plots ofthe distri

butions of residuals plotted against plmt age for tÏe sPeci.fications with full 'age effects using

equal and capacity weights respectiveiy. The inter-quartile aad Tirkey adjacent values show

little mriation across plæt age. The numbers of obsery¿tions æe much greater for Plmt ages

atthebottomofthermge(N>2000forages=0,Ior2butN<400foraçs>13).Thelæger
numbers of outliers for tle lowest age groups reLect diferences in smple sþe. The stmdad

deviations of the residuals by age group in Figure I1A fall in a ra¡ge from 0.22 to 0'42 with

the highest values for ages 0, 2, 10, il, md 15. While the ¡esiduals ue heteroskedastic, there is

no systematic relationship between plmt age ald the residuals. The use of robust or bootstraP

sta¡dad errors mems that there should be no reason to be concerned about statistical infer-

ence based on the results in Table 2 (page 41).

Wind fm age (yæ)

Souce: Author's estiúâtes.

Fig4re 118: Residuals by age for perfomance cunes using capacity veighß
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The uit fixed efects ai for each unit i can be ued as an indicator ofthe relative effectiveness of

diferent wind plmts. Since wi¡d tu¡bines me no fuel, the mcial deteminant of thei¡ efective-

ness is the number of hours per month or yeu that they op€nte, assmi¡g that theù outPut is

rìot constÉined by demand or trausmission considerâtions. Periods of constrained production

were minimal over tlte period covered by the data. so this is not a signiûcæt considention.

Hence, a unit with a value of ø¡ at the top end of the distribution will operate for more hours
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iD æy yeæ thal the average, after adjwting for wind conditions, while a mit with a value

ofz¡ at the bottom end ofthe distribution will operate for fçwer hours per yeats. The factors

which infuence average efrciency for particulæ units will include site location, the type of
willd turbines installed, ¿nd operating pncuces. Site location is iikely to be the most importmt
factor since this will determine how fa¡ the turbines cali take advætage of exogenom wind.

conditions.

Figure 12 plots the unit lxed. efects - i-e. the efficiencies - ofwind pluts in England and

Scodand comissioned in or after 2000 togethet with trend li¡es over time.rl A small number

of extreme outliers, all with very low load factors, have been excluded. There is a very clear

domwd trend over time in the unit fixed efects for Scotland - maked with red trimgles and

a red dashed trend line. The v¿rimce ofperfomance of wild plmts in Scotland comissioned
in any one yea is also largê. The performance ofwind plæts in Engtand hæ atso fallen over

tine but more gradually.

Figure 12: Unítfxed efecß by year ofcommissíoningfor England and Scotland
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Notq The uit fired efects æ bæed o¡ the log-lineú speciñcation wit]r full age efects.
Source Author's estimates.

A more comprehensive analpis can be constructed by treatirg the 282 values oftle unit ûxed

efects æ data obser%tions and estimating a reg¡ession eqmtion in which the performmce of
a plæt is afected by the yea in which it m commissioned md its generating capacity. Table 3

(page a3) shows the results ofestimatiDg regression equations to identiff how the unit fixed

efects vary with the date of commissioning md capacity of wind farms, The results indicate 
.

an mnual reduction of 3.8% in the nomalised load factor by date of commissioning for tle
equallyweighted fxed effects and of I 1.3% for the capacity-weighted fixed efects. These trends
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have been rei¡fo¡ced by diseconomies ofscale so that recently commissioned and larger wind

fa¡ms have nudr lowernormalised load factors than olde¡and smallerwind fams. tn addition,

wi¡d fa¡ms in Northem Irelmd md Scotland perfom better thæ those in England a¡d Wales.

The average load factor for a plæt with a generating câpacit'¡ of50 MW is estimated to be

about 8% lower than that for a plant with a generating capacity of 10 MW comissioned in
the same year. The combination ofless favourable sites md larger units as the number ofwind
farms has grom hæ had a major impact on average load factors.

One hypothesis which merits investigation is that my perfommce,degradation is deter-

mined by usage nther thm the passage of time. This muld impiy that wind plants wirå

relativeþ low load factors experieirce less rapid degradation in performmce than tlose with
relatively high load facton. This may be tested by including cumülative actual output nomal-
ised by generating capacity a al oplanatory wiable along with age efects. Si¡ce output is

not recorded for periods prior to April 2002 for wind plants that were commissioned before

that date, the analysis is ¡estricted to the subset of plmts commissioned âfter ,{pril 2002. The

maipis (available on requ€st fiom the author) indicates that cumulatiye output does not have

my statistically signiûcæt influence on performaace degmdation, which depends upon age

alone.

The most plausible explanation is that performance degmdation is linked to the cumulatire

number of starts md stops for the wind turbines. fhis is certainly the cæe for thermal gener-

âting plmts for which maintenæce requirements and pe¡fommæ are strongþ influenced by

the thermal sttesses ofstart and stôp cycles.,{s a consequence, thermal plants opemte most

effciently on b¿se load when the number of stads æd stops is minimised. The inescapable

wiability of wi¡d spe€ds means that the stresses on medranical ud other components due to

start md stop cycles cannot be minimised by similat strâtegies.

FsE møtton rcsults for Denmø?k

The results of estimating the model for Dmish onshore and ofshore wind fams æ shown

in Tables 4 (page 44) and 5 (page 46). Because tle s¿imple of ofshore wind fams is fairly

small the process ofbootstrapping the standard enors generates a relativeþ high proportion

ofdegenemte results, especially for the speciûation with a firll set ofage efects, so clwter-

robust stmddd errors æe reported for all of the models estimated for ofshore wind farms, Fo¡

both onshore and ofshore wi¡d fams the specification with full âge efects yields no statistical

improvement on the quadratic speciûcation.

ln Section B it Ms noted that the la¡gest ofshore wind fa¡m appeas to be an outlier ând has

a very lxge i¡fluence on ofshore age-performa¡ce flfle estûnated using capacity weights.z

To highlight the impact ofincluding this obsenation, tlÌe normalised load factor at age = 0 is

76.8% but it fâlls to 0.6% alage = 10 if this obsemtion is included In contrast, the equi%l€nt

estinates de 32.8% at age = 0 falli¡g to 9.9% aT age = 10 when the obseruation is excluded.

The time proñle of normalised load factors when this obsenation is retained in the smple is
so extreme and implausible on technical grounds that the v/ind farm ms excluded f¡om the

smple used to estimte the capacity-weighted. model for ofshore wind fârms. rq.t alternative

This wild fam su.f'e¡ed from some kind ofmajor equipbÐt failue i¡ 2007 with the co¡sequeûce that the total
ouÞut ûom 72 tubires ms almost æro fo¡ ao¡e thæ 4 mo¡ths.
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e 0.2

.g 0.0

_E -0.2

-0.4
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F.

Á" fa¡l io the uûit 6xed efect f¡om 0.2 to 0.1 truslates to ûr¡ltiplying the romalisedload factor by erp(0.1)/exp(0,2)

= 0.90s.
22
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that wai conside¡ed and which yietds very similæ results is to drcP only the obse¡vations for

the year 20òZ the yeæ in which there m some kind of major failure for this wind fm. None

ofthe conclusions dram from the malysis oftle capacity-weighted age-performilce relation-

ship are afected bywhich ofthese altemative adjustments is adopted-

Figure 13A: Age-pufomance mnes for Danish orchore wind fams
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reject the rmdom efects assumption for ofshor€ install.ations. In practice, using the random

effects model for onshore wind fums generates tesults tlat arc broadly siaila¡ to those reported

bæed on the flxed efects model.

The normalised age-performmce cws for Dmish wind farms using equal weights a¡e

shom in Figures 13.A, and 138 while the conpaison between the age-perfomance curves

estimated using equal and capacity weights is shovsn in Figure 14. The con6dence intery¿ls

for the age-perfomance cunes for ofshore wind fæms ae large because of tle lirnited sample

of sitès but the hypothesis that the loàd factor remails constant as plants age - Le' that the

coefrcients on age in columns (5) to (8) ofTable 4 (page rf4) are all zero - is rejected for eaih

specif.cation (p < 0.02). The compa¡ison of the age-performÐce cutres derived using equal

and capacity weights in Figue 13 is based upon the quadratic specifietions as these provide

simpler approxi.t.atiom which axe not statistically diferent ftom t¡e estimtes bæed on the

models with the fi:ll set ofage efects.

Figure 14: Danísh age-performønce curvæ usingequal atd capacíty weighß
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Figure t3B: Age-prformance cumes for Danish ofshore wind farre
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The decline in the performmce of onshore wind fms in De¡mùk is læs ma¡ked thm for

the UK but there is a signiûcant decline at ân âve¡age of 1% ofthe previous yeals load factôr

for each yeu. I'Ìre decline is much more rapid for ofshore wind furms with highty sig¡ificant

negative coeffcient on tle quadntic term. In both cæes the rates of decline ae larger when

wind fams ue weighted by æpacity in the analysis. The estimates using a full set of age efects

show that the normatised load facto¡ in tl.e first year of opention (age = 0) is lower thæ in the

baseline yea with age = l. Frcm age = 3 to age = 16 the coefficients ue increasingly negâtire.

The results for ages > 16 ar€ enatic but it is likely that this reflects sample selection bias, ie.

older wind fms with poor performæce ae more likeþ to be decommissioned eariy md thu
not appeæ in tìe sample.

The age-related decline i¡ the perfomalce of ofshore wind farms is very npicL The

normalised perfomce of an offshore wind fa¡m falls from a load factor of 45% ¿t age = 0 to

Sowe .A.uthor's estimates.

The within R-square values de ¿bout 0,76 for all ofthe onshore equations md 0.74 for the

capâcity-weighted ofshore equations. lhis indicates that th€ equations provide a bette¡ fit for

vüiations in performmce over time tha¡ would normally be elrPected for a ldge smple of

sepãate pilel units, The unit fired effects accouût for about 50% ofthe residual vaiation for

onshore wind farms and more thân 75% of the residual wiation for ofishore imtallations. The

conel¿tions between the uit fixed etrects and other regressors re very small for onshore wind

fams, which wor¡Id permit the ue of a rodom efects model in this case, but the conelations
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12% at age = 10. The decline in the capaciçweighted load facton has a slightly diferent proñle

with a stronger quadmtic term that reflects a slower hitial rate of dedine in perfommce which

accelerates after age = 8. Overall, the average load factors for ages up to md including age =
l0 æe very sirnilar - about 28% - for the estimates derived using equal and capacity weights.

This average is well below the load factor immediately after commissioning. Since t¡pical load

factors after age = 10 are likely to be well below this average, the steady state load factor for a

large sample of ofshore wind fms will be well below the figure of 35% that is often used as the

basis for policy assessments in the UK. This will have importmt consequences for the cost of
ofshore wind generation and its potential contribution to meeting the demæd for electricity.

.Alalysis of the unit fixed etrects for the performmce equations reveâls mother slstemâtic

pattern that must raise coirce¡ns about the futu¡e ofthe ofshore wi¡d ildutry Table 5 (page

46) gives the medim y¿lues of capcify and the unit fixed effects for onshore æd ofshore

wind fams by yeu of commissioning. The unit fixed efects used in constructirg tJre table are

based upon the quadntic performânce equatioß, but similu results are obtained if t¡e unit

ûxed efects for the performance equatiom with a ñilI set ofage efects had been used instead.

ln låe cæe of onshore wi¡d fa¡ms both the siæ of new installations md the æsociated unit

fixed effects have tended to increase with time. Hence, the typical onshore wind farm commis-

sioned i¡ 2010 wæ larger and had a better perfommce than th€ tfpical installation colrmis-

sioned in 2000, though onshore wind farms remain very small by UK stædards. The yeat 20Oz

âpp€ars to be m anomaly with respect to this general trend but it should be noted th¿t the

median capacity of new pla¡ts comissioned i¡ 2007 ms only 1.5 MW, well below the med.ims

for other yeas in the period 2005-10 The trend ia the typical ioad factor t¡end oier time is

confirmed by estimating regressions for the unit fixed efects with capacity md yeu of comis-
sioning as regrepsors. In Demark læger wi¡d farms tend to have higher load factors than small

wind farms. Even after allowing for that trend, the normalised load factor for new wind farms

hæ been increasing at about 1% per yea¡ over time. This is consistent with the nomal pattem
'oftechnical prcgress md learning which one would erpect to observe for a (rel¿tiyel, mâture

industry.

The pattern is very dife¡ent for ofshore wind fms. ln this case the results of the regres-

sions show no signifcmt relatioûship between capacity a¡d the unit fixed effects combined

with a very substmtial deteriorâtion (at rates of8-10% per year) in the uit fixed efects. Even

allowing for the small sample of ofshore wind fams tïe trends are so strong tìat the proba-

bilitiesofobtainingtheresultsbychancearewellbelow0.l%. Thus,themedianvaluesofthe

unit fixed efects for offshore wind farms shown in Table 5 (page 46) illustrâte a sharp and

systematic decline in the performmce of new ofshore wind farms in Demark If this were to

continue md/or to be reproduced in other comtries where offshorc wind is being developed,

then there can be no prospect that ofshore wind fa¡ms will ever be financially viable at ieason-

able prices for electricity.
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Table 1: Average load factors by year and country (%o)

Ofshore

Demak

26.1

30.1

39.4

37.1

41.2

38.0

39.8

44.9

O¡shore

Deuuk

21.8

20.t

22.8

t, 1

20.2

24.7

23.1

21.3

21.0

Wals

2t.5

24.9

25.8

tl9

26.5

25.8

29.9

25.5

18.9

27.0

Scodud

26.4

24.6

27.7

27.1

26.9

tl o

27.2

21.6

27.9

Northen
IEIüd

30.8

29.4

26.3

29.4

30.0

30.7

Englæd

22.2

24.1

25.0

2s.0

24.2

24.4

24.r

20.4

26.6

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2oo7

2008

2009

2010

20r1

Souce Âutho¡'s estimates. See text fo¡ souce ofdat¿
Note The average load facto¡s ae the sus of total electricity ouÞut by coutry æd yeæ divided by
the N€Ege total nueplate capacity in the cout¡f multiplied by nub$ of hous in the yeæ. For ow
ifftallations, the ûÃt fiil month afte¡ the date of comissioning is qduded. Tot¿l nmeplate capacitf is

calculated mootNy od avenged to give a monthly arenge of total Dmeplate @pacity,
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Table 2: Estímation results for IIK onshore winil farms
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Sou¡cq Autho¡t estimatd. See t*t fo! souce of data
Notes: (a) Studad enors in puentheses. Probabilities ùe Eeroed i¡ stars:

LT;ii,i;räl;i¿"o|,i ålo,i;ur,,u-,n,, .Etq- ¡obur studùd erors ror nodets (s)-(8).

(c) The equtio$ ee estieted riith a ft¡ll set of period efects i¡ add.ition to the Eiables reported. The

default (missiDg categories) ae age = 1 æd period = Àugut 2007. The coÃstæt tem coEesPonds to the

estimate ofthe load factor or l¡(load factor) for a uit ofagFl in August 2007.
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18224

282

0.657

2L90***

(o.ee)

1,8224

0-653

16

T7

18

19

CôNht

Obserotions

No of mits

R-squde
Wítlú¡
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Table 3: Equations for trends in unit fxed efects

Souce: Author's estimates.

Notes: (a) Stædad enors in paentheses. Probabilities de meðEed i¡ stæs:
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
(b) Englad is the bæeline country in the model.
(c) Bootstrap stddãd ffiors.
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Table 4: Estþnation results for Danish vind føms

.{.ge efiects -
c4racity

(4\

-0.121*+*

(o.oo3)

(0.0005)

0.199**¡

(0.042)

(0.040)

0.0882"

(0.042)

(0.032)

282

0.857

Quailratic -
capacity

(3)

-0ttr**
(0.003)

_0.0020**r

(0^0005)

0.20v*+

(0.041)

(0¡36)

0.0844*

(0.040)

(o.o3o)

282

0.848

.4.ge efrects

(2)

-0.039***

(0.003)

(o.ooos)

0.192**{

(0.04Ð

(o.o3s)

0.0824*

(0.0a)

0.0273

(0.032)

282

QEa&âtic

(1)

(0.003)

(o.ooos)

(0.040)

(0.036)

0.081

(0.042)

0.022

(0.029)

282

0.413

Yed of comissioning - 2000

Capacitf (MW)

Northm Irelad

Scodud

Wales

Constut

ObsemtioDs

R-sqwe

Depeudent vaiable: ln(load factor)

Ofr¡horesi¡d fms

't{Êigbted bycpæitI

(8)

0:0155

(0.02s)

-0.0600

(0.032)

0.07u

(0.061)

-0224

(0.112)

-0.359**

(0.118)

-0-432*

(0.182)

-0.681*f

(0.192)

-0.734**

(0.208)

-0.828r*

(0.254)

_1.183***

(0270)

Ø
-0.022

(0.020)

-0.007s**

(0.0022)

Unweightcd

(6)

0-036

(0.0e0)

-0.197*

(0.091)

-0.127

(0.200)

-0.3r2

(0.307)

-0.374

(0.308)

-0.432

(0.380)

-0700

(0.45Ð

-0.838

(0.511)

-0.983

(0.se0)

-1.313

(0.676)

(5)

-0:062

(0.Ð77)

-0.0067**

(0.001e)

Onshore wind fmg

weigbte¿ by øpæity

(4)

-0.036**

(0.012)

-0.020*

(0.010)

-0.043*+*

(0.013)

-0.053**

(0.016)

-0.068**

(0.02Ð

-0.088**

(0.026)

-0.09r*

(0.03Ð

-0.1 15r*

(0.035)

-0.131**

(0.04Ð

-0.151**

(0.046)

-0-170**.

(0.051)

-0.184*

(0.0s7)

-0101+"

(0.062)

-0.210**

(0.066)

(3)

-0.013**

(0.00s)

-0.0002

(0.0002)

Urweighted

12)

_0.041r*f

(0.01Ð

-0.014

(o.ooe)

-0.031**

(0.012)

-0.040**

(o.0rs)

-0.052,*

(0.01e)

-0-069**

(0.022)

-0.076**

(0.027)

-0.087*

(o-03Ð

-0.100+1

(0.03s)

-0.115**

(0.040)

-0.131*r

(0.044)

-0.144**

(0.048)

-0.154**

(0.0s3)

-0.160*r

(0.057)

(r)

-0.010+

(0.004)

-0.0002

(o.o0oÐ

Re916sors

Age

Age^2

Age in yeds

0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ll

17

13



Dependot wiabler la(Ioad factor)

Offehote wi¡d fans

'l{eighted by capacity

(8)

3.475***

-0.056

209r

to

0.751

(7)

-0.032

2091

29

0.738

U¡wêighted

(6)

(0.r58)

2201

30

0.350

(5)

3 798***

(0.17e)

2201

30

0.345

Ousho¡e wi¡d fams

Weighted by cap¿city

(4)

-0228**

(0.073)

-0.231*

(o.oeo)

-0.t79

(o.oe7)

-0.256**

(0.095)

-0.143

(o.oe5)

-0.246*

(0.101)

3.160*r*

(0.050)

93929

823

0.762

(3)

3_r54¡**

(0.053)

93929.

823

0.762

Ulweighted

(2\

-0.184**

(0.064)

(0.083)

-0.157*

(0.073)

-0.188*

(0.083)

-0.083

(0.082)

-0.16r

(0.084)

(o.04s)

93929

823

0J66

(r)

(0.048)

93929

823

0.766

Regr$8ors

15

16

17

18

19

20

CoMt

Obsemtions

No of uits

R-squüe
Withi¡
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Souce Autho¡T estinates. See text fo¡ souce of data
Notes: (a) Stedad e¡rus io paentheses. Probabilities de meæued in stas:
i p < 0.05, *" p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
(b) Bootstrap standdd e¡ro¡s for models (l)-(2h cluten robut stædad e¡¡o¡s fo¡ oodels (3)-(8),
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Table 5: Perfonilance by yeffi oÍ con nissíoníftgfor Danísh wíndfam.

Ofshore

Unit 6¡ed efiecto

C¿pacitl
weighted

-0.035

02L5

0,082

-0.305

-0.466

-0.673

UMeighted

0.001

0.196

-0.059

-0.5&

-0J27

-09n

Oosho¡e

Capacity
(Mlv)

40.0

22.0

4.0

39.1

3.6

ùtrit fixed êfiects

C¿pacity
weighted

-0.076

-0.177

0.008

0.153

0.012

024L

0.216

-0.494

0.216

0.274

0.351

-0.008

Urweighted

-0.055

-0.151

0.036

0.r85

0.047

0.278

0.256

-0.451

0.263

0326

0.406

0.050

Capacity
(MlÐ

2.3

2.6

2.7

3.0

3.6

5.6

1,5

4.0

4.6

6.5

Y¿*

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Note Mediæ v¿lues of øpacity æd uit füed efects. Soucei Author's estiEats. See tst fo! soûæ of data.
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